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APPENDIX E

PUBLIC NOTICE

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
SAVANNAH DISTRICT, CORPS OF ENGINEERS
100 W. OGLETHORPE AVENUE
SAVANNAH, GEORGIA 31401-3640
REPLY TO
ATTENTION OF:

Apr 12, 2012
Planning Division
JOINT PUBLIC NOTICE
US Army Corps of Engineers, Savannah District,
and the
Georgia Department of Natural Resources, Coastal Resources Division
and the
South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control Office of Ocean and
Coastal Resource Management

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
SUBJECT: Notice of Availability of a Draft Environmental Assessment (EA) and Draft
Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) for a modification to the US Army Corps of
Engineers’ Savannah River Basin Drought Contingency Plan (SRBDCP) on the Savannah River
in Georgia and South Carolina.
Notice of the following is hereby given:
a. Pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, notice is hereby given that
the US Army Corps of Engineers, Savannah District proposes a modification to the March 1989
SRBDCP, as revised.
b. The Savannah District announces the availability to the public of a Draft EA and Draft
FONSI concerning the action. Copies of the Draft EA and unsigned FONSI can be obtained
from the following website: http://www.sas.usace.army.mil/planning/ or by calling Larry Olliff
at (912)652-5690.
c. Written statements regarding the Draft EA and FONSI for the proposed action will be
received at the Savannah District Office until
12 O’CLOCK NOON, May 12, 2012
from those interested in the activity and whose interests may be affected by the proposed action.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: The Proposed Action (Alternative 2) consists of retaining the
major components of Alternative 1 and modifying the discharge of Levels 2 and 3. For Level 2
of this Alternative, if the current 28-day Broad River percentile inflow is greater than the historic
10th percentile flow, then the prescribed J. Strom Thurmond (JST) Dam release would be 4000
cfs from February through October. For Level 2 of this Alternative, if the current 28-day Broad
River percentile inflow is less than or equal to the historic 10th percentile flow, then the
prescribed JST release would be 3800 cfs from February through October. The November to
January discharge for Level 2 would be 3600 cfs. For Level 3 of this Alternative, if the current
percentile inflow is greater than the 10th percentile flow, then the prescribed JST release is 3800
cfs. For Level 3 of this Alternative, if the current percentile inflow is less than or equal to the
10th percentile flow, then the prescribed JST release is 3600 cfs. The Level 3 Thurmond
discharge for November through January would also be reduced to 3100 cfs (extended through
February with NOAA Fisheries pre-approval). For the 3100 cfs release in Level 3, the Corps
would restore the Thurmond discharge above 3100 cfs and up to the 3600 cfs daily average if
flow at the Savannah River at Augusta gage goes below 3600 cfs or if the increase is requested
by either the State of Georgia or South Carolina. For Levels 1-3, the Hartwell discharge would
be reduced as appropriate to maintain balanced pools.

Alternatives to the Proposed Action were developed as part of the planning process. The
alternatives that were considered were as follows:
a) No Action Alternative (NAA): Consists of the Corps taking no action to modify its
existing 1989 SRBDCP, as amended in 2006 and 2011.
b) Alternative 1: Consists of retaining the major components of the NAA (continuing
with the 1989 SRBDCP, as amended in 2006 and 2011) with one modification. The
modification is intended to improve drought response to include a representative of
basin inflow as an operational trigger. This allows varying discharge within Levels 1
and 2 by referring to the historic 10th percentile flow at the USGS Broad River near
Bell, GA streamgage.
c) Alternative 3: Consists of retaining the major components of Alternative 1 and
modifying the discharge of Levels 2 and 3. For Level 2 of this Alternative, the
Thurmond discharge for November through January would be reduced to 3600 cfs.
The Level 3 Thurmond release for February through October would be 3600 cfs and
the target for November through January discharge would also be reduced to 3100 cfs
(extended through February with NOAA Fisheries pre-approval).

d) Alternative 4: Consists of retaining the major components of Alternative 1 and
modifying the discharge of Levels 2 and 3. For Level 2 of this Alternative, if the
percentile inflow is less than or equal to the historic 10th percentile flow, then the
prescribed JST release is 3600 cfs. The Level 3 Thurmond release target would be
3600 cfs. The Level 3 Thurmond release target for November through January would
also be reduced to 3100 cfs (extended through February with NOAA Fisheries preapproval).
AUTHORIZATIONS REQUIRED FROM THE STATE OF GEORGIA:
Coastal Zone Consistency: Savannah District has evaluated the proposed project and believes
it is consistent with the Georgia Coastal Zone Management Program to the maximum extent
practicable. The District will submit its evaluation to the Georgia Department of Natural
Resources, Coastal Resourses Division in Brunswick, Georgia, who administers that program.
The State will review the proposed action and determine whether it concurs that the proposed
project is consistent with the State’s Coastal Zone Management Program to the maximum extent
practicable. Any person who desires to comment or object to Georgia Coastal Zone
Management Consistency Certification must do so in writing within 30 days of the date of this
notice to the Federal Consistency Coordinator, Georgia Department of Natural Resources,
Coastal Resources Division, Suite 300, One Conservation Way, Brunswick, Georgia 31520-8687
and state the reasons or basis for the objections.

AUTHORIZATION REQUIRED FROM THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA:

Coastal Zone Consistency: Savannah District has evaluated the proposed project and believes
it is consistent with the South Carolina Coastal Zone Management Program to the maximum
extent practicable. The District will submit its evaluation to the South Carolina Department of
Health and Environmental Control, Office of Ocean and Coastal Resource Management in
Charleston, South Carolina, who administers that program. The State will review the proposed
action and determine whether it concurs that the proposed project is consistent with the State’s
Coastal Zone Management Program to the maximum extent practicable. Any person who desires
to comment or object to South Carolina Coastal Zone Management Consistency Certification
must do so in writing within 30 days of the date of this notice to the South Carolina Department
of Health and Environmental Control, Office of Ocean and Coastal Resource Management; 1362

McMillan Avenue; Suite 400, Charleston, South Carolina 29405 and state the reasons or basis
for the objections.

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY EVALUATION:

Environmental Assessment: Savannah District has prepared a Draft Environmental
Assessment (EA) and found that an Environmental Impact Statement will not be required for this
action. The Draft EA is being coordinated concurrently with this Notice to Federal and State
natural resource agencies for review and comment. No wetlands would be filled, but riparian
wetlands could be temporarily impacted by reduced river flows. No discharge of dredged or fill
material into waters of the US is included in the proposed action, so no evaluation is required
under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act.

Threatened and Endangered Species: The District reviewed the most recent information on
Federally-listed endangered or threatened species and determined that the proposed action may
effect, but is not likely to adversely affect Atlantic sturgeon, shortnose sturgeon, manatee, and
the wood stork. This proposed action is being coordinated with the US Fish and Wildlife Service
and the National Marine Fisheries Service under Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act.

Cultural Resources: In accordance with the National Historic Preservation Act (P.L. 89-655, as
amended) and 36 CFR, Part 800, Savannah District has evaluated the proposed action’s potential
effect upon historic properties. The District has determined the proposed action will have no
adverse effect upon historic properties beyond those identified under the NAA and has initiated
consultation with the Georgia and South Carolina State Historic Preservation Officers and
sixteen Native American Tribes.

Essential Fish Habitat: Savannah District evaluated the proposal’s potential effects on
Essential Fish Habitat. The District believes the proposed action would not produce long term
effects on these valuable coastal habitats that warrant mitigation. The District is coordinating the
proposed action with the National Marine Fisheries Service under the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery
Conservation and Management Act.

Coastal Zone Consistency: Savannah District evaluated compliance of the proposed action
with both the Georgia and South Carolina Coastal Management Programs (CMP). The District
believes that the proposed action is consistent with the CMPs to the maximum extent practicable.
The District will submit the EA to the Georgia Department of Natural Resources, Coastal
Resources Division in Brunswick, Georgia and to the South Carolina Department of Health and
Environmental Control, Office of Ocean and Coastal Resource Management in Charleston,
South Carolina.

Public Interest Review: The decision whether to proceed with the project as proposed will be
based on an evaluation of the probable impact, including cumulative impacts, of the proposed
activity on the public interest. That decision will reflect the national concern for both the
protection and use of important resources. The benefits which reasonably may be expected to
accrue from the proposal will be balanced against its reasonably foreseeable detriments. All
factors that may be relevant to the proposal will be considered, including the cumulative effects
thereof. Among these are conservation, economics, aesthetics, general environmental concerns,
wetlands, historic properties, fish and wildlife, flood hazards, flood plains, land use, navigation,
shoreline erosion/accretion, recreation, water supply and conservation, water quality, energy
needs, safety, food and fiber production, mineral needs, consideration of property ownership,
environmental justice, and, in general, the needs and welfare of the people.

Consideration of Public Comments: The US Army Corps of Engineers is soliciting comments
from the public; Federal, State, and local agencies and officials; Native American Tribes; and
other interested parties in order to consider and evaluate the impacts of the proposed activity.
Any comments received will be considered by the US Army Corps of Engineers in its
deliberations on this action. To make this decision, comments are used to assess impacts to
endangered species, wetlands, historic properties, water quality, general environmental effects,
socioeconomic effects, and the other public interest factors listed above. Comments are used in
the preparation of the Environmental Assessment pursuant to the National Environmental Policy
Act. Comments are also used to determine the need for a public hearing and to determine the
overall public interest concerning the proposed activity.

Comment Period: Anyone wishing to comment to the Corps on this proposed action should
submit comments no later than the end of the comment period shown in this notice, in writing, to
the US Army Corps of Engineers, Attn: PD, Savannah District, Savannah, Georgia 31402-0889,

by FAX to 912-652-5787, or by emailing the comments to the following address: CESASPD@usace.army.mil.

Any person who desires to comment or object to Georgia Coastal Zone Management
Consistency Certification must do so in writing to the Georgia Department of Natural Resources,
Coastal Resources Division, Federal Consistency Coordinator, Suite 300, One Conservation
Way, Brunswick, Georgia 31520-8687.

Any person who desires to comment or object to South Carolina Coastal Zone Management
Constency Certification must do so in writing to the South Carolina Department of Health and
Environmental Control, Office of Ocean and Coastal Resource Management; 1362 McMillan
Avenue; Suite 400, Charleston, South Carolina 29405.

William G. Bailey
Chief, Planning Division
Savannah District
US Army Corps of Engineers

APPENDIX F

COMMENT LETTERS

APPENDIX G

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS RECEIVED
AND
RESPONSES TO COMMENTS

Summary of Comments Received on Draft EA
(13 April 2012-12 May 2012 Public Comment Period)
Upon distribution of the Savannah River Basin-Drought Plan Revision Draft EA on April 13,
2012, Savannah District received 111 written letters, e-mails and dictated responses from Federal
and state agencies, environmental groups, civic organizations and private citizens.
There were 26 respondents that provided general statements in support of the action. Of the
remaining 85 respondents, many submitted more than one comment. Of these 85 respondents,
75 stated that the reductions should have gone farther.
The District received a total of 139 comments. These comments and resulting responses are
included in this Appendix.

Public Comment - Sandy Byrd
01-LO-01-EV01
Comment: “We would like to see the water level on Lake Thurmond closer to full. We can't
even get our boats up to the docks.”
Response: The Proposed Action calls for periodic reduction in flow from Hartwell and
Thurmond.

Public Comment – Jerry Clontz
02-LO-01-EN01
Comment: “We continue to recommend that the release rates from Thurmond Dam be reduced
to 3600cfs whenever Lake Thurmond is below 328' until the lake refills. And we further
recommend releases be reduced to 3100cfs during winter months anytime Lake Thurmond is
below 328'. Furthermore we recommend releases from Thurmond Dam be completely stopped
during a drought anytime the river is swollen from rains so as to maximize the rate the lakes
regain normal levels.”
Response: Any drought alternatives that target the minimum flow requirement of the river at

elevation 328 are beyond the scope of the EA currently being evaluated. During the winter
season, the guide curves at Hartwell and Thurmond are at 326 ft-NGVD and 656 ft-NGVD to
provide adequate flood storage for large storm events. To implement your suggestion, a portion
of the flood storage pools would need to be re-authorized as conservation storage. In addition to
congressional re-authorization of flood control storage, reduction to an immediate minimum flow
would require an evaluation by resource agencies and other stakeholders potentially affected by
this proposal. The Savannah River Comprehensive Basin Study can more adequately evaluate
alternatives such as this.
During drought, inflow from the area below Thurmond Dam is not dependable. Inflows from
storms events below Thurmond tend to be flashy, rising quickly and then falling quickly. Due to
the small size of the local drainage area between Thurmond and Augusta, there is not a great deal
of opportunity to conserve large quantities of water. While rainfall in the Augusta, GA area can
cause temporary, significant inflows into the river, the duration is not long enough to allow
rescheduling of dam operation, considering the lag time between when releases are made from
Thurmond Dam and when that water reaches Augusta.
The current EA does recommend winter-time flow reductions when conditions are appropriate.

Public Comment – Shelia Dew
03-LO-01-EC01
Comment: “This is just apalling that Lake Lanier is almost full and here we sit with docks on
the shoreline in mud and no rain in the forecast during the spring month which will again lend
itself to decrease in tourism during the summer months and at a time when our economy here in
hartwell with 12% unemployment could use the water and what it brings to this small town and
many area towns.”
Response: Hartwell Lake, one of the most highly visited Corps lakes, has the most private boat
docks of any Corps lake nationwide. The Corps recognizes that those who feel the economic
effects the most are those business, property owners, and communities located closest to a lake
who rely heavily on it as the sole resource for their livelihood and well-being. However, to make
the most complete and balanced use of the basin's water resources, the lakes are managed as a
multi-purpose integrated system, giving consideration to all Congressionally authorized
purposes: hydropower, flood control, recreation, fish and wildlife, water quality, water supply,
and navigation.

Public Comment – Brian Keith
04-LO-01-EN01
Comment: “It is recommend that the release rates from Thurmond Dam be reduced to 3600cfs
whenever Lake Thurmond is below 328' until the lake refills. Additionally, I recommend releases
be reduced to 3100cfs during winter months anytime Lake Thurmond is below 328'. Furthermore
we recommend releases from Thurmond Dam be completely stopped during a drought anytime
the river is swollen from rains so as to maximize the rate the lakes regain normal levels.”
Response: Refer to 02-LO-01-EN01.

Public Comment – Fran Uteg
05-LO-01-EC01
Comment: “I am a resident of Hart county and since moving here in 2005, there have been
three years where I could not use my dock because of low, or no water. The lake level has
severely effected my property value and has virtually “”trapped “ us in Hart county.”
Response: Although the impact of low lake levels on real estate sales are measureable, the
national housing crisis that began in 2007 and other economic factors like the recession would
have been the primary factors driving the declines in real estate transactions.

Public Comment – Gary and Susan Bang
07-LO-01-EN01
Comment: “I appreciate the consideration again of lowering release levels from
Thurmond during these drought stressed times....Even though the trend is in the right direction, I
agree with the Save Our Lake plan which is slightly more aggressive than the current levels in
drought stressed situations.”
Response: Refer to 02-LO-01-EN01.

Public Comment – Ken Graves
08-LO-01-EN01
Comment: “The proposal recommended by Save Our Lakes Now has apparently been totally
discounted despite the obvious----our lake is not going to reach and maintain an acceptable level
without a much more aggressive approach than I am seeing.”
Response: Refer to 02-LO-01-EN01.

Public Comment – Donald Sample
09-LO-01-EN01
Comment: “I recall a presentation by the Corps about 15+ years ago when it was announced
that a new computer program was being put into use that would prevent future drastic drops in
the lake level. Apparently that program didn't work! Now a real workable solution has been
proposed by the Save Our Lakes organization. It seems like the actions recommended by Save
Our Lakes should be implemented NOW rather than later.”
Response: Refer to 02-LO-01-EN01.

Public Comment – Mary Ann Simpkins
10-LO-01-EN01
Comment: “In agreement with the official comments from Save Our Lakes Now we ask that the
release rates from Thurmond Dam be reduced to 3600cfs whenever Lake Thurmond is below
328' until the lake refills. Also, releases should be reduced to 3100cfs during winter months
anytime Lake Thurmond is below 328'. Most importantly, releases from Thurmond Dam should
be completely stopped during a drought anytime the river is swollen from rains so as to
maximize the rate the lakes regain normal levels.”
Response: Refer to 02-LO-01-EN01.

Public Comment – Suzanne Doolan
11-LO-01-EN01
Comment: “The release rates from Thurmond Dam should be reduced more as per the plan
proposed by "Save our Lakes" to allow those on Hartwell to enjoy the lake. Furthermore the
releases from Thurmond Dam should be completely stopped during a drought anytime the river
is swollen from rains downstream so as to maximize the rate the lakes regain normal levels.”
Response: Refer to 02-LO-01-EN01.

Public Comment – Roger Johns
12-LO-01-EN01
Comment: “I believe the Corps pushes out too much water each fall, I have lived on the lake
for 15 years and I don’t know the “logic” or lack of it to drain the lake by 5 feet or more each
Sept. This puts us too far behind to ever catch up when we are not getting regular rainfall.”
Response: The guide curve is designed to provide flood storage during winter-spring seasons.
If the pool elevations are already below the guide curve at that time of year, there are no
increases in releases for flood management. It is only when the pool elevations are higher than
the guide curves that releases are increased to draw the pools down to the guide curves.

Public Comment – Glenn Cantrell
15-LO-01-EN01
Comment: “As a full time resident and homeowner on Lake Hartwell – I recommend that the
release rates from Thurmond Dam be reduced to 3600cfs whenever Lake Thurmond is below
328' until the lake refills. And also further recommend releases be reduced to 3100cfs during
winter months anytime Lake Thurmond is below 328'. Furthermore I recommend releases from
Thurmond Dam be completely stopped during a drought anytime the river is swollen from rains
so as to maximize the rate the lakes regain normal levels.”
Response: Refer to 02-LO-01-EN01.

Public Comment – Brad Hobbs
16-LO-01-EN01
Comment: “I believe that a more aggressive approach could be used to maintain higher lake
levels without impacting river flow below the lake system. For example the "Save Our Lakes"
recommendation that the release rates from Thurmond Dam be reduced to 3600cfs whenever
Lake Thurmond is below 328' until the lake refills would assist in keeping both Thurmond and
Hartwell. Further if releases were reduced to 3100cfs during winter months anytime Lake
Thurmond is below 328' and if releases from Thurmond Dam were completely stopped during a
drought anytime the river is swollen from rains so as to maximize the rate the lakes regain
normal levels; levels could be further improved - again without negative impact on river flow
below the lake system.”
Response: Refer to 02-LO-01-EN01.

Public Comment – Bill McLean
17-LO-01-EV01
Comment: “Please quit managing the lake for flood control only, it is contributing to the low
summer levels. The recreation use is of more value nowadays.”
Response: We meet the authorized project purposes.

Public Comment – Vernon Sauer
18-LO-01-EN01
Comment: “I've been playing with the new Corps proposal for adjusting
outflow from Thurmond based on flow of the Broad River at Bell. I computed
the long term mean flow at Bell as 1,728 cfs based on USGS records. If I
interpret the proposal correctly, you are basing the 28-day mean-flow
computations at Bell using a 28-day moving average. Moving average being the
key.
As a trial, I ran the moving average computations for the period 1/1/2008 to
4/18/2012. Based on these computations I found only two periods where the
28-day moving average was less than 10% of the long term mean (173 cfs).
1. 19 days in 2008 (8/9/08-8/27/08)
2. 37 days in 2011 (9/6/11-10/12/11)
My question to you is, have I interpreted the proposal correctly. My numbers
in this trial run may not be precisely correct, but are you proposing the
use of a moving average. The info we've been getting in the newspaper does
not mention a 28-day moving average, but just an average flow. It makes a
big difference on how this in interpreted.”
Response: The USGS defines the 10 percentile flow as the breakpoint between below normal
flows and drought level streamflows. The 10 Percentile flow is computed by the USGS and is
explained on their web page at
(http://waterwatch.usgs.gov/new/index.php?m=pa28d&r=ga&w=map).
The “28-day average streamflow” shows the average streamflow conditions for the past 28 days.
By averaging over the past 28 days, the values are more indicative of longer-term streamflow
conditions than real-time or daily conditions. The data represents 28-day average streamflow
compared to percentiles of historical 28-day average streamflow for the day of the year. The
USGS only uses gages with at least 30 years of record to assess drought conditions. The Broad
River near Bell, GA streamgage has a period of record of over 79 years of daily data.
Streamflow at this location is a good representation of inflow into the basin as a whole because
the Broad River is a large unregulated basin within the Savannah River Basin with a long period
of record.
Additionally, the Broad River near Bell, GA streamgage is a part of the USGS Hydro-Climatic
Data Network. This is a subset of all USGS streamgages where streamflow conditions primarily
reflect climatic variations; that is, streamflow conditions are minimally affected by human
disturbance. Although most streamgages reflect some level of human activity, total water

extractions or diversions at HCDN sites are generally less than 5 percent of the mean annual
discharge.
The concept of using this as an indicator is that climatic conditions would additionally trigger
flow reductions than solely relying on pool levels to decline as a trigger.

Public Comment – Steve and Jennifer Long
19-LO-01-EC01
Comment: “It was less than 5 months ago the lake level reached nearly 12’ below full level.
Continued low lake levels will not only detour potential home buyers but poses significant and
risks of injury or deaths concerning recreational boaters attempting to avoid tree stumps, debris,
rocks, and low ground that would normally not be exposed if the lake was at full level.
Furthermore the financial impact to Hart and surrounding counties in both Georgia and South
Carolina is a concern and will grow if lake levels continue to suffer with lack of rain fall and
further compounded with continued high volume discharges of water downstream to Thurmond
and Russell. Less home buyers, tourism, lost jobs, and other financial impacts will continue to
be a concern and magnify if the lake continues to drop at the current discharge rates. The lack
of rainfall and potential dry summer forecasted for 2012 will only magnify these concerns.”
Response: The implementation of the proposed alternative in the current EA will provide more
water conservation opportunities than in the past. It was as recent as spring 2009 that the pools
had declined to 12 feet below full summer pool. The low lake levels are a side-effect of drought.
Drought combined with the downturn in the economy exacerbates economic impacts.
In a study conducted by the Strom Thurmond Institute of Government and Public Affairs at
Clemson University titled, “An Economic Analysis of Low Water Levels in Hartwell Lake”,
dated November 8, 2010, the regional economic impacts of low lake levels on the six county
region bordering Hartwell Lake were examined. Although the impact of low lake levels on real
estate sales is measurable, the national housing crisis that began in 2007 and other economic
factors like the recession were the primary factors driving the decline in real estate transactions.
The economic effects of the drought of record on counties surrounding Hartwell Lake in both
Georgia and South Carolina, while measurable, are small when compared to the overall regional
economy. It is estimated that output was reduced only approximately one-tenth of one percent in
the six county region surrounding Hartwell Lake during the drought of record. Hartwell Lake is
not the primary economic driver in the region. It is important, but the region is not critically
dependent on Hartwell Lake for its economic well-being. The presence of Hartwell Lake draws
visitors to the region, but it is not the only attraction. While tourism and lake-related recreation
activity is an important contributor to the economic activity, residents should consider lake
recreation and tourism as one piece in their basket of economic growth and development options.
Regional breadth and depth of economic activity is the objective for sustainable growth and
development. The counties surrounding Hartwell Lake have sufficient breadth and depth to
weather prolonged low lake levels without realizing substantial declines in their economic wellbeing.
Economic fluctuations tend to be felt by the people most vulnerable to changes in specific areas
of economic activity. In the case of lower lake levels, the Corps recognizes that those who feel
the economic effects the most are those businesses, property owners, and communities located
closest to the lake who rely heavily on it as the sole resource for their livelihood and well-being.
However, to make the most complete and balanced use of the basin's water resources, the lakes
are managed as a multi-purpose integrated system, giving consideration to all Congressionally

authorized purposes: hydropower, flood control, recreation, fish and wildlife, water quality,
water supply, and navigation.

Public Comment – Pat and Billy Cox
20-LO-01-EN01
Comment: “We continue to recommend that the release rates from Thurmond Dam be reduced
to 3600cfs whenever Lake Thurmond is below 328' until the lake refills. And we further
recommend releases be reduced to 3100cfs during winter months anytime Lake Thurmond is
below 328'. Furthermore we recommend releases from Thurmond Dam be completely stopped
during a drought anytime the river is swollen from rains so as to maximize the rate the lakes
regain normal levels.”
Response: Refer to 02-LO-01-EN01.

Public Comment – Doug
22-LO-01-EN01
Comment: “Start on your upper lake, Hartwell, and adjust the outflow to match the inflow when
the lake hits 655' elevation. Don't wait three months after a drought starts to react. Don't dump
water quickly when we have a rain event. It is interesting that you can react to lots of water
overnight and it takes months to react to drought conditions.”
Response: The implementation of the proposed alternative in the current EA will provide more
water conservation opportunities than in the past. The current drought management strategy
uses pool elevation as the only drought criteria that designates how much the Corps should
release out of the reservoirs. While this is easy to understand, the pool elevation trigger
reductions do not get initiated until the pools have already fallen to specified trigger levels. The
Corps intends to use the 28 day average flow at the USGS gage on the broad River at Bell, GA
as the index site for the inflow based trigger. The Broad River is an unregulated drainage basin
with 1430 square miles above the gage site. The Broad River ultimately flows into Thurmond
Reservoir downstream of Richard B. Russell Dam. The current drought plan does not require a
flow reduction until the pools have fallen to the next drought trigger. With this proposed
revision, inflows will help us make that decision.
The guide curve defines full pool. It is our objective to maintain the integrity of the dam, and the
safety of downstream communities by keeping pool elevations no higher than the guide curve.
This provides adequate flood storage in the event of a large storm. Once the pools have declined
below the guide curves, we do not increase our releases to fight storm events. The concept of
flood storage is to store the rainfall from a storm event and then let it out after the storm at a nondamaging rate.

Public Comment – Don Mohn
23-LO-01-EC01
Comment: “Everyone seems to look at the economic side and benefits of have more water in
Lake Hartwell. It is not all about money. It is about quality of life
and family time that families get to enjoy when the lake has enough water
in it to access. My Boat is in my driveway today will probably be there
most of the summer due the lake level.”
Response: In the case of lower lake levels, the Corps recognizes that those who feel the societal
effects the most are those communities located closest to a lake who rely heavily on it as the sole
resource for their quality of life. However, to make the most complete and balanced use of the
basin's water resources, the lakes are managed as a multi-purpose integrated system, giving
consideration to all Congressionally authorized purposes: hydropower, flood control, recreation,
fish and wildlife, water quality, water supply, and navigation.

Public Comment – Sam Booher
24-LO-01-EV01
Comment: “The current system allows Augusta to divert as much water as the Augusta Canal
can hold and even more resulting in water spilling over a dam located mid-canal into a small
creek. While this has an undesirable impact of the shoals no one knows what long term impact
this current diversion has caused during low flow periods.
Currently during drought conditions this continued excessive water diversion from the shoals
has a terrible impact resulting often in a stench from many areas of the shoals due to no flow
and resulting rotting vegetation.
Under your new Drought Plan and if you go to this reduced flow, without bringing
Augusta/Richmond County government into an agreement and with an absence of Corps
inspections that would insure a reduction of the current unlimited diversion of water into the
canal, there will be no shoals still existing on the Savannah River.
You might as well publish new maps that shows the Savannah River has moved West and show
the Augusta Canal flow as the Savannah River route, because that there will be nothing left alive
in the shoals. Note you will also need to move the South Carolina State boundary line to midcanal.
I am proving these comments because you said "Our intent was to identify ways to respond
earlier in a drought to conserve additional water storage, while balancing the impacts of
drought on our other project purposes.””
Response: The U. S. Army Corps of Engineers has no inspection authority concerning Augusta
Canal flows.

Public Comment – James Dennis
25-LO-01-EN01
Comment: “As a resident of Hartwell for the last 12 years it is also very clear to me that the
governing authority needs to further evaluate its definition of "drought". The rainfall from year
to year is extremely volatile and the use of averages is not appropriate. We seem to have 1 year
of enormous rainfall every five years. The following 4 years, in my opinion, represent a drought.
However, the Corp does not recognize the drought and start to take action until it is too late and
too much water has already been let out.”
Response: The implementation of the proposed alternative in the current EA will provide more
water conservation opportunities than in the past. The current drought management strategy
uses pool elevation as the only drought criteria that designates how much the Corps should
release out of the reservoirs. While this is easy to understand, the pool elevation trigger does not
get initiated until the pools have already fallen to specified trigger levels. We are proposing to
use the 28 day average flow at the USGS gage on the broad River at Bell, GA as the index site
for the inflow based trigger. The Broad River is an unregulated drainage basin with 1430 square
miles above the gage site. The Broad River ultimately flows into Thurmond Reservoir
downstream of Richard B. Russell Dam. The current drought plan does not require a flow
reduction until the pools have fallen to the next drought trigger. In the past, the Corps has tended
to transition to the next lower drought state as forecasts changed. In the future, inflows will help
us make that decision.

Public Comment – Robert and Arenda Ramsey
26-LO-02-EC01
Comment: “Continued low lake levels has had a significant impact on lake safety, home sales in
our area, business closures, visitors to the area and job losses. We live here year-round and we
see evidence of this every day of our lives. When the lake is up, business is up; when the lake is
down, businesses close or lay-off employees.”
Response: In a study conducted by the Strom Thurmond Institute of Government and Public
Affairs at Clemson University titled, “An Economic Analysis of Low Water Levels in Hartwell
Lake”, dated November 8, 2010, the regional economic impacts of low lake levels on the six
county region bordering Hartwell Lake were examined. Although the impact of low lake levels
on real estate sales is measurable, the national housing crisis that began in 2007 and other
economic factors like the recession were the primary factors driving the decline in real estate
transaction. The economic effects of the drought of record on counties surrounding Hartwell
Lake in both Georgia and South Carolina, while measurable, are small when compared to the
overall regional economy. It is estimated that output was reduced only approximately one-tenth
of one percent in the six county region surrounding the Hartwell Lake during the drought of
record. Hartwell Lake is not the primary economic driver in the region. It is important, but the
region is not critically dependent on Hartwell Lake for its economic well-being. The presence
of Hartwell Lake draws visitors to the region, but it is not the only attraction. While tourism and
lake-related recreation activity is an important contributor to the economic activity, residents
should consider lake recreation and tourism as one piece in their basket of economic growth and
development options. Regional breadth and depth of economic activity is the objective for
sustainable growth and development. The counties surrounding Hartwell Lake have sufficient
breadth and depth to weather prolonged low lake levels without realizing substantial declines in
their economic well-being.
Economic fluctuations tend to be felt by the people most vulnerable to changes in specific areas
of economic activity. In the case of lower lake levels, the Corps recognizes that those who feel
the economic effects the most are those businesses, property owners, and communities located
closest to the lake who rely heavily on it as the sole resource for their livelihood and well-being.
However, to make the most complete and balanced use of the basin's water resources, the lakes
are managed as a multi-purpose integrated system, giving consideration to all Congressionally
authorized purposes: hydropower, flood control, recreation, fish and wildlife, water quality,
water supply, and navigation.
26-LO-02-EV01
Comment: “We were in Savannah visiting when the lake here was so low that grass and trees
were growing where the lake should have been. Imagine our surprise to see lakes and rivers that
Hartwell feeds into overflowing their banks. We have to find a balance and the reduction of
discharge from Hartwell lake is a good place to start.”
Response: The City of Savannah is within the tidal zone.

Public Comment – Brian White
27-LO-01-EN01
Comment: “Rates from Thurmond Dam be reduced to 3600 cfs whenever Lake Thurmond is
below 328' until the lake refills. And we further recommend releases be
reduced to 3100 cfs during winter months anytime Lake Thurmond is below
328'. Furthermore we recommend releases from Thurmond Dam be completely
stopped during a drought anytime the river is swollen from rains so as to
maximize the rate the lakes regain normal levels.”
Response: Refer to 02-LO-01-EN01.

Public Comment – Peggy Sinram
28-LO-01-EN01
Comment: “I heartly agree with the stand of "Save Our Lakes" regarding the reduction of flows
during periods of drought and low lake levels.”
Response: Refer to 02-LO-01-EN01.

Public Comment – Frank A. Carr and Ann C. Merwarth
29-LO-01-EC01
Comment: “Please be sensitive to the fact that many folk, including some friends and relatives
have invested in Upstate South Carolina and are loosing--or have already lost-- their property
due to the persistant and precipitous low water levels in Lake Hartwell. To some, this is a loss of
life savings. While the current draft EA for the Sasvannah River Drought Plan may be a step in
the right direction, we feel it does not go far enough to restoring the Upstate's economy and we
urge a stronger effort to reduce the outflow of Hartwell and to achieve and maintain Hartwell's
water level at full pool!”
Response: Although the impact of low lake levels on real estate sales is measurable, the
national housing crisis that began in 2007 and other economic factors like the recession were the
primary factors driving the decline in real estate transactions.
In a study conducted by the Strom Thurmond Institute of Government and Public Affairs at
Clemson University titled, “An Economic Analysis of Low Water Levels in Hartwell Lake”,
dated November 8, 2010, the regional economic impacts of low lake levels on the six county
region bordering Hartwell Lake were examined. The estimated economic impacts of low water
levels on the six counties bordering Hartwell Lake in both Georgia and South Carolina, while
measurable, are small when compared to the overall regional economy. It is estimated that
output resulting from the low lake levels was reduced only approximately one-tenth of one
percent of the value of total regional output in the six county region bordering Hartwell Lake
during the drought of record. This study demonstrates that Hartwell Lake is not the primary
economic driver in the region. It is important, but the region is not critically dependent on
Hartwell Lake for its economic well-being. The economy of Upstate South Carolina, while
historically dependent on agriculture and textiles, is now relatively diverse; so no single factor is
the primary driver of economic activity. The study provides evidence that the counties bordering
Hartwell Lake have sufficient breadth and depth to weather prolonged low lake levels without
realizing substantial declines in their economic well-being. Oconee County, South Carolina,
actually shows an increase in employment, output, income, and net government revenue when
Hartwell Lake water levels decrease because there appears to be a substitution effect for lake
recreation activity between Hartwell Lake and Lake Keowee. This inverse economic impact
from Lake Keowee was found in select business sectors in Pickens and Anderson counties as
well.
The study acknowledges that economic fluctuations tend to be felt by the people most vulnerable
to changes in specific areas of economic activity. In the case of lower lake levels, the Corps
recognizes that those who feel the economic effects the most are those businesses, property
owners, and communities located closest to the lake who rely heavily on it as the sole resource
for their livelihood and well-being. However, to make the most complete and balanced use of the
basin's water resources, the lakes are managed as a multi-purpose integrated system, giving
consideration to all Congressionally authorized purposes: hydropower, flood control, recreation,
fish and wildlife, water quality, water supply, and navigation.

Public Comment – Patricia Howard
30-LO-01-EN01
Comment: “I continue to recommend that the release rates from Thurmond Dam be reduced to
3600cfs whenever Lake Thurmond is below 328' until the lake refills. And I further recommend
releases be reduced to 3100cfs during winter months anytime Lake Thurmond is below 328'.
Furthermore I recommend releases from Thurmond Dam be completely stopped during a
drought anytime the river is swollen from rains so as to maximize the rate the lakes regain
normal levels.”
Response: Refer to 02-LO-01-EN01.

Public Comment – Darragh Geist
31-LO-01-EC01
Comment: “In recent years the lake has been lowered to levels that destroy economic activity,
devalue real estate prices and remove recreational opportunities from thousands of patrons. We
respectfully ask you to exercise good analysis and decision making in dealing with drought or
near drought conditions. We need to maintain lake levels so that taxpayers, homeowners and
visitors can benefit from the beautiful lakes.”
Response: Although the impact of low lake levels on property value may be measureable, the
national housing crisis that began in 2007 and other economic factors like the recession would
have likely been the primary factors driving the more permanent decline in your property values.
In a study conducted by the Strom Thurmond Institute of Government and Public Affairs at
Clemson University titled, “An Economic Analysis of Low Water Levels in Hartwell Lake”,
dated November 8, 2010, the regional economic impacts of low lake levels on the six county
region bordering Hartwell Lake were examined. The estimated economic impacts of low water
levels on the six counties bordering Hartwell Lake in both Georgia and South Carolina, while
measurable, are small when compared to the overall regional economy. It is estimated that
output resulting from the low lake levels was reduced only approximately one-tenth of one
percent of the value of total regional output in the six county region bordering Hartwell Lake
during the drought of record. This study demonstrates that Hartwell Lake is not the primary
economic driver in the region. It is important, but the region is not critically dependent on
Hartwell Lake for its economic well-being. The study provides evidence that the counties
bordering Hartwell Lake have sufficient breadth and depth to weather prolonged low lake levels
without realizing substantial declines in their economic well-being.
The study acknowledges that economic fluctuations tend to be felt by the people most vulnerable
to changes in specific areas of economic activity. In the case of lower lake levels, the Corps
recognizes that those who feel the economic effects the most are those businesses, property
owners, and communities located closest to the lake who rely heavily on it as the sole resource
for their livelihood and well-being. However, to make the most complete and balanced use of
the basin's water resources, the lakes are managed as a multi-purpose integrated system, giving
consideration to all Congressionally authorized purposes: hydropower, flood control, recreation,
fish and wildlife, water quality, water supply, and navigation.

Public Comment – Mark Kibilko
32-LO-01-EC01
Comment: “I recently moved to Townville, SC and purchased lake front property on Lake
Hartwell. If I knew the lake levels would be LOWERED AS DRAMATICALLY as they have this
year our first full year on the lake WE NEVER WOULD HAVE BUILT HERE. We paid a
PREMIUM for our lot based on the ability to have a dock and utilize the lake for our recreation.
We are senior citizens. WE CAN NOT CONTINUE TO STRUGGLE with moving our dock out
and so far this year have it remain to be hundreds of feet further away from the end our our path
at full pool. I read from SAVE OUR LAKES that the US Army Corps is being more flexible with
release rates but from my point of view the US Army Corp has been WOEFULLY WITHOUT
CONCERN FOR LAKEFRONT OWNERS who continue to contact our Congressional and State
Representatives to complain about the neglect and flat out disrespect of our wishes and situation
by the Corp.
This e-mail is intended to bring to your attention the general feeling of all the shoreline home
and property owners on Lake Hartwell. Pay attention and consider the funds generated by lake
front home owners in all recreational aspects of water sports, fishing, camping, local businesses
and your jobs with the US Government. Don't continue to bite the hand that feeds you. STOP
THE LAKE RELEASE NOW!”
Response: In a study conducted by the Strom Thurmond Institute of Government and Public
Affairs at Clemson University titled, “An Economic Analysis of Low Water Levels in Hartwell
Lake”, dated November 8, 2010, the regional economic impacts of low lake levels on the six
county region bordering Hartwell Lake were examined. The estimated economic impacts of low
water levels on the six counties bordering Hartwell Lake in both Georgia and South Carolina,
while measurable, are small when compared to the overall regional economy. It is estimated that
output resulting from the low lake levels was reduced only approximately one-tenth of one
percent of the value of total regional output in the six county region bordering Hartwell Lake
during the drought of record. This study demonstrates that Hartwell Lake is not the primary
economic driver in the region. It is important, but the region is not critically dependent on
Hartwell Lake for its economic well-being. The study provides evidence that the counties
bordering Hartwell Lake have sufficient breadth and depth to weather prolonged low lake levels
without realizing substantial declines in their economic well-being.
The study acknowledges that economic fluctuations tend to be felt by the people most vulnerable
to changes in specific areas of economic activity. In the case of lower lake levels, the Corps
recognizes that those who feel the economic effects the most are those businesses, lake-access
property owners, and communities located closest to the lake who rely heavily on it as the sole
resource for their livelihood and well-being. However, to make the most complete and balanced
use of the basin's water resources, the lakes are managed as a multi-purpose integrated system,

giving consideration to all Congressionally authorized purposes: hydropower, flood control,
recreation, fish and wildlife, water quality, water supply, and navigation.

Public Comment – Debra and William Boyd
34-LO-02-EC01
Comment: “As a property owner bordering Lake Hartwell, our position supports a much more
aggressive approach to maintain lake levels and avoid these high to low swings we have seen
our the last several years. It negatively impacts businesses, home and property owners and so
many others that have a share in and enjoy beautiful Lake Hartwell.”
Response: In a study conducted by the Strom Thurmond Institute of Government and Public
Affairs at Clemson University titled, “An Economic Analysis of Low Water Levels in Hartwell
Lake”, dated November 8, 2010, the regional economic impacts of low lake levels on the six
county region bordering Hartwell Lake were examined. The estimated economic impacts of low
water levels on the six counties bordering Hartwell Lake in both Georgia and South Carolina,
while measurable, are small when compared to the overall regional economy. It is estimated that
output resulting from the low lake levels was reduced only approximately one-tenth of one
percent of the value of total regional output in the six county region bordering Hartwell Lake
during the drought of record. This study demonstrates that Hartwell Lake is not the primary
economic driver in the region. It is important, but the region is not critically dependent on
Hartwell Lake for its economic well-being. The economy of Upstate South Carolina, while
historically dependent on agriculture and textiles, is now relatively diverse; so no single factor is
the primary driver of economic activity. The study provides evidence that the counties bordering
Hartwell Lake have sufficient breadth and depth to weather prolonged low lake levels without
realizing substantial declines in their economic well-being. Oconee County, South Carolina,
actually shows an increase in employment, output, income, and net government revenue when
Hartwell Lake water levels decrease because there appears to be a substitution effect for lake
recreation activity between Hartwell Lake and Lake Keowee. This inverse economic impact
from Lake Keowee was found in select business sectors in Pickens and Anderson counties as
well.
The study acknowledges that economic fluctuations tend to be felt by the people most vulnerable
to changes in specific areas of economic activity. In the case of lower lake levels, the Corps
recognizes that those who feel the economic effects the most are those businesses, property
owners, and communities located closest to the lake who rely heavily on it as the sole resource
for their livelihood and well-being. However, to make the most complete and balanced use of the
basin's water resources, the lakes are managed as a multi-purpose integrated system, giving
consideration to all Congressionally authorized purposes: hydropower, flood control, recreation,
fish and wildlife, water quality, water supply, and navigation.

34-LO-02-EN01
Comment: “We continue to recommend that the release rates from Thurmond Dam be reduced
to 3600cfs whenever Lake Thurmond is below 328' until the lake refills. And we further
recommend releases be reduced to 3100cfs during winter months anytime Lake Thurmond is
below 328'. Furthermore we recommend releases from Thurmond Dam be completely stopped
during a drought anytime the river is swollen from rains so as to maximize the rate the lakes
regain normal levels.”
Response: Refer to 02-LO-01-EN01.

Public Comment – Lucia Wilkes
35-LO-01-EV01
Comment: “Please be aware that our lake levels are low and need to be evaluated to keep
levels up. This is essential for our natural resources and the livelihood of our community.”
Response: The Proposed Action calls for periodic reductions in flows from Hartwell and
Thurmond.

Public Comment – William Eleazer
36-LO-01-EC01
Comment: “One thing for certain, the current regulations, weather patterns, and demands upon
the lake water are not working in favor of the lake home owners, lake recreation, and economic
growth of the area. And, here lies the rub. The Corps' response is their mandate does not
include the health of the economy and lake recreation. This is an easy platform to stand upon
when the regulations are tilted in the direction of the environmental health of the basin and
generation of power plus other political issues that never even enter into public debate. From
our perspective, as home and business owners, and recreational users impacted by water levels,
the platform was corrupted the minute land was sold on the lake, dock permits, by the thousands
were issued, state parks and recreational facilities were built for public use, and businesses were
encouraged to support these activities. The Savannah basin became a center for tourism and
lake recreation.
It seems to me, and my neighbors and friends, that it is time to address both concerns and,
maybe even, consider changing the regulations to fit the demands of the many factions that are
concerned.”
Response: In a study conducted by the Strom Thurmond Institute of Government and Public
Affairs at Clemson University titled, “An Economic Analysis of Low Water Levels in Hartwell
Lake”, dated November 8, 2010, the regional economic impacts of low lake levels on the six
county region bordering Hartwell Lake were examined. Although the impact of low lake levels
on lake-access real estate sales is measurable, the national housing crisis that began in 2007 and
other economic factors like the recession were the primary factors driving the decline in real
estate transaction. The estimated economic effects of the drought of record on counties
surrounding Hartwell Lake in both Georgia and South Carolina, while measurable, are small
when compared to the overall regional economy. It is estimated that output was reduced only
approximately one-tenth of one percent in the six county region surrounding the Hartwell Lake
during the drought of record. Hartwell Lake is not the primary economic driver in the region. It
is important, but the region is not critically dependent on Hartwell Lake for its economic wellbeing. The presence of Hartwell Lake draws visitors to the region, but it is not the only
attraction. While tourism and lake-related recreation activity is an important contributor to the
economic activity, residents should consider lake recreation and tourism as one piece in their
basket of economic growth and development options. Regional breadth and depth of economic
activity is the objective for sustainable growth and development. The counties surrounding
Hartwell Lake have sufficient breadth and depth to weather prolonged low lake levels without
realizing substantial declines in their economic well-being.
The study acknowledges that economic fluctuations tend to be felt by the people most vulnerable
to changes in specific areas of economic activity. In the case of lower lake levels, the Corps
recognizes that those who feel the economic effects the most are those businesses, lake-access
property owners, and communities located closest to the lake who rely heavily on it as the sole
resource for their livelihood and well-being. However, to make the most complete and balanced
use of the basin's water resources, the lakes are managed as a multi-purpose integrated system,

giving consideration to all Congressionally authorized purposes: hydropower, flood control,
recreation, fish and wildlife, water quality, water supply, and navigation.

Public Comment – Tom Greene
37-LO-01-EN01
Comment: “I have seen it suggested that release should be reduced to 3600 cfs whenever Lake
Thurmond falls below 328’. I also saw the suggestion that release levels should be reduced to
3100 cfs during the winter months when the lake level falls below 328’. Power generation needs
are lower at this time of year and this plan will conserve our water resources for later needs.
These suggestions just seem to make sense.”
Response:
Any drought alternatives that target the minimum flow requirement of the river at elevation 328
are considered beyond the scope and authority of the EA currently being evaluated. This is not
to say that this recommendation could not be evaluated. However, additional rigor beyond the
budget and timeline of this EA is required to evaluate the impacts of such a recommendation.
During the winter season, the guide curves at Hartwell and Thurmond are at 326 ft and 656 ft to
provide adequate flood storage for large storm events. To implement your suggestion, part of the
flood storage pools would need to be re-authorized as conservation storage. The Savannah River
Comprehensive Basin Study can more adequately evaluate alternatives such as this.
The current EA does recommend winter time flow reductions when conditions are appropriate.
In the past, we have attempted to lower flows during downstream storm events. Due to the small
size of the local drainage area between Thurmond and Augusta, there is not a great deal of
opportunity for conserving large quantities of water. Storm inflows below Thurmond tend to be
flashy, rising quickly and then falling quickly. If the inflow estimate is overestimated and less
local inflow fell than the downstream needs, water supply problems could occur.

Public Comment – Edwin F. Hunt
38-LO-01-EN01
Comment: “I, as a property owner, support the proposals of Save Our Lakes Now.”
Response: Refer to 02-LO-01-EN01.

Public Comment – Duke DuFrane
39-LO-02-EN01
Comment: “it seems to me that the downstream creatures have been dealing with high and low
stream levels for millions of years
in order to keep them health and fit, that approach should continue……. therefore the policy
should be to let as much water out as comes in
if during some extreme storm period, the lake could be filled, from then on, it could be kept full
if as much was let out as was coming in”
Response: Whenever the Corps proposes to change the way it manages the reservoirs, it must
address impacts of the operational change on what habitat exists there at present.
39-LO-02-EC01
Comment: “a second thought is that way back when the lake was justified to the American
taxpayer, probably things like flood control, electrical generation, perhaps irrigation, perhaps
fresh water for municipalities, but certainly Recreation were considered. Allowing the lake to go
won more than 3 feet extremely negatively impacts recreation. when people cant get there boats
to the water from their docks, it is bad”
Response: In this EA, when evaluating the impacts of various alternatives, the Corps looks at
impacts on all authorized project purposes. We have selected the alternative that we believe is
the best plan across all of these authorized project purposes.

Public Comment – Kassie Corder
40-LO-01-EN01
Comment: “Please consider requests from Save Our Lake.”
Response: Refer to 02-LO-01-EN01.

Public Comment – Ken Jones
42-LO-01-EC01
Comment: “This drought is really creating a harship for the property owners. Most homes are
being appraised based on the level of the lake. I have a nice log cabin on the lake in Indian Cove
Subdivision. I keep my permits current. I abide by all corp policies as far as dock permits and
underbrushing. I also willingly pay my fair share of taxes and I don't complain about it.
I know that sharing the water resources is a must. It's not all about me either. My question is
this. Why am I last to have anything as far as a lake to enjoy when I do all that is required of
me?”
Response: The Corps recognizes that those who feel the hardships the most are those
businesses, property owners, and communities located closest to the lake who rely heavily on it
as the sole resource for their livelihood and well-being. However, to make the most complete
and balanced use of the basin's water resources, the lakes are managed as a multi-purpose
integrated system, giving consideration to all Congressionally authorized purposes: hydropower,
flood control, recreation, fish and wildlife, water quality, water supply, and navigation.
No property in Lincoln County is appraised based on lake level fluctuations. It is appraised
based on the location of the lot in terms of deep or shallow water.

Public Comment – Mark Howell
43-LO-01-EV01
Comment: “I can't afford to pay people to move my dock. Many people have just given up on
the CORE. But I love the lake and don't understand why a reduced outflow management plan
cannot be implemented.”
Response: The Proposed Action calls for periodic reductions in flows from Hartwell and
Thurmond.

Public Comment – Fred Munzenmaier
44-LO-01-EN01
Comment: “I vigorously support the Save Our Lakes Now position as follows:
A more aggressive approach should be used to maintain lake levels. The release rates from
Thurmond Dam should be reduced to 3600cfs whenever Lake Thurmond is below 328' until the
lake refills. Releases should be reduced to 3100cfs during winter months anytime Lake
Thurmond is below 328'. Furthermore releases from Thurmond Dam should be completely
stopped during a drought anytime the river is swollen from rains so as to maximize the rate the
lakes regain normal levels.”
Response: Refer to 02-LO-01-EN01.

Public Comment – Tom Miller
45-LO-01-EN01
Comment: “We continue to recommend that the release rates from Thurmond Dam be reduced
to 3600cfs whenever Lake Thurmond is below 328' until the lake refills. And we further
recommend releases be reduced to 3100cfs during winter months anytime Lake Thurmond is
below 328'. Furthermore we recommend releases from Thurmond Dam be completely stopped
during a drought anytime the river is swollen from rains so as to maximize the rate the lakes
regain normal levels.”
Response: Refer to 02-LO-01-EN01.

Public Comment – Ann Daniel
46-LO-02-EV01
Comment: “The Hydrilla issue is also one that needs to be looked at it is killing the Eagles on
our lake after they eat the Coots.”
Response: We are aware of Avian Vacuolar Myelinopathy (AVM) and research since 1994.
The differences in abundance of cyanobacterial colonies on hydrilla are not measurable in
relation to drought alternative lake levels.
46-LO-02-EN01
Comment: “We continue to recommend that the release rates from Thurmond Dam be reduced
to 3600cfs whenever Lake Thurmond is below 328' until the lake refills. And we further
recommend releases be reduced to 3100cfs during winter months anytime Lake Thurmond is
below 328'. Furthermore we recommend releases from Thurmond Dam be completely stopped
during a drought anytime the river is swollen from rains so as to maximize the rate the lakes
regain normal levels.”
Response: Refer to 02-LO-01-EN01.

Public Comment – David Alpers
47-LO-01-EN01
Comment: “Why when we are in a drought, would releases from the lake be greater in volume
than would "naturally" flow down stream when there is a shortage of rain??? If there were no
dam and water control facilities in place, during a drought, the flow downstream would be
reduced....BY NATURE. Do we know better than the natural order of water control and
distribution? Why not let the amount that flows downstream be equal to the amount that would
flow naturally based on our rainfall and water table????”
Response: The reservoirs were designed not only to lower the impacts of floods, but also to help
get through periods of drought. Water is stored during normal and wet times and drawn against
in times of need. If the reservoirs were not present, the river would only be flowing at what little
inflow comes in from upstream tributaries.
While floods are obviously a hazard to the river downstream, so are low flows. The river has a
breaking point at which lesser flows would result in water quality problems. The industry that
has grown up along the river is dependent on a minimum amount of flow being present. Below
that point, industry has to shut down or the water quality will drop to a point where fish kills will
occur. The states have based their industrial point source discharge permits on our minimum
release. The Corps seeks to provide the flows required to maintain that minimum level of water
quality.

Public Comment – Gretchen Fuller
48-LO-01-EV01
Comment: “At the last meeting there was a discussion about lowering the draw from Lake
Hartwell. Since we have not had the rain we need and we found out what happens when we hit
23 ft down. We need to be dilligent that does not happen again. That could mean that we limit
our draw and see if it affects down basin. If it does, then adjust. Engineering is great, but the
process of elimination may be the best way to proceed with being 8 ft down in April and no rain
being predicted for the future.”
Response: Similar to 02-LO-01-EN01.

Public Comment – Mike Barry
49-LO-01-EN01
Comment: “I would like understand why we cannot come up with a proposal that fixes the
problem vs putting a small band aid on it. I have read several viable solutions from simply
maintaining the flow rates before the dams were built to the results of credible studies and for
some reason the Corps does not want to respond to any of these.
Why not publish a response that lists the issues, the possible solutions and the corps position on
those solutions instead of always hiding behind "our hands are tied" which we know is not
necessarily true. At the same time why not pick a solution that works or come up with your own
that works and give it a try for a few years.”
Response: The Corps of Engineers does not hold a position other than following the current
rules of operation in an to attempt to best meet the authorized project purposes. The Corps is in
the process of assessing the impacts associated with several operational changes in accordance
with all applicable laws and regulations.

Public Comment – Jeff Johnson
50-LO-03-EV01
Comment: “The flows were reduced to 3100 CFS for an extended period 2 or 3 years ago when
we were at record low levels. You even stopped all flow through Hartwell for a few weeks,
maybe a month. Did this affect anything downstream in a negative way? If it did, please advise
me of what it did impact.”
Response: The reduction to 3100 cfs occurred during the winter period that various agencies
have identified as acceptable under certain conditions. Stopping flow through Hartwell was a
part of normal “pool balancing” with Thurmond.

50-LO-03-EN01
Comment: “My permanent residence is in NC and all of our lakes are at, or close to full pool.
This includes Kerr Lake and Lake Jordan, both USACE managed lakes. Our rainfall amounts
are not much different than SC rainfall amounts, so how do you explain the constant lowering
and releasing of water when it is not necessary.”
Response: Rainfall amounts across the southeast have varied significantly. The project
purposes and release requirements associated with reservoirs are also quite different. The
Savannah River basin has been one of the hardest hit by lack of rainfall.
Releases from Corps of Engineers projects are based solely on rules found in the water control
plans for the projects. In times of drought, our releases follow the objectives developed in the
drought contingency plans. The initial design of the projects establishes a specific volume of
water utilized to attempt to meet all of the authorized project purposes. The required releases to
balance the project purposes are developed in the initial design. The conservation pool is sized
such that if releases were made in accordance with the water control plans and drought
contingency plans, the entire volume would be utilized to meet the project purposes. Due to the
uncertainty of future droughts, there has been added a factor of safety to ensure that the
conservation pools are never fully depleted.
The magnitude and timing of the releases in the drought plan has been determined through much
stakeholder input and is specifically focused on supporting the authorized project purposes. The
objective is to balance impacts to project purposes as pool levels drop.

Public Comment – Mark and Denise McDowell
51-LO-01-EN01
Comment: “Simply, why can't we match the outflow with the inflow?
In times of flood, we hold back water to protect downstream, but in times of drought, we keep
downstream full. It seems that under these guidelines, to be fair, when we are over full we
should flood downstream. The way in which it is managed now just doesn't make sense. We
need to share the drought. Let mother nature's river flow remain natural except in times of
flood! Let the reservoirs fill up!!! Hold back when downstream is in danger but don't use up our
precious water reserve because of outdated rules.”
Response: The reservoirs were designed not only to lower the impacts of floods, but also to help
get through periods of drought. Water is stored during normal and wet times and drawn against
in times of need. If the reservoirs were not present, the river would only be flowing at what little
inflow comes in from upstream tributaries.
While floods are obviously a hazard to the river downstream, so are low flows. The river has a
breaking point at which lesser flows would result in water quality problems. The industry that
has grown up along the river is dependent on a minimum amount of flow being present. Below
that point, industry has to shut down or the water quality will drop to a point where fish kills will
occur. The states have based their industrial permits on our minimum release which seeks to
provide the flows required to maintain that minimum level of water quality.

Public Comment – Jay Markham
54-LO-01-EN01
Comment: “We continue to recommend that the release rates from Thurmond Dam be reduced
to 3600cfs whenever Lake Thurmond is below 328' until the lake refills. And we further
recommend releases be reduced to 3100cfs during winter months anytime Lake Thurmond is
below 328'. Furthermore we recommend releases from Thurmond Dam be completely stopped
during a drought anytime the river is swollen from rains so as to maximize the rate the lakes
regain normal levels.”
Response: Refer to 02-LO-01-EN01.

Public Comment – John Dantzler
56-LO-02-EN01
Comment: “We continue to recommend that the release rates from Thurmond Dam be reduced
to 3600cfs whenever Lake Thurmond is below 328' until the lake refills. And we further
recommend releases be reduced to 3100cfs during winter months anytime Lake Thurmond is
below 328'. Furthermore we recommend releases from Thurmond Dam be completely stopped
during a drought anytime the river is swollen from rains so as to maximize the rate the lakes
regain normal levels.”
Response: Any drought alternatives that target the minimum flow requirement of the river at

elevation 328 are beyond the scope of the EA currently being evaluated. During the winter
season, the guide curves at Hartwell and Thurmond are at 326 ft-NGVD and 656 ft-NGVD to
provide adequate flood storage for large storm events. To implement your suggestion, a portion
of the flood storage pools would need to be re-authorized as conservation storage. In addition to
congressional re-authorization of flood control storage, reduction to an immediate minimum flow
would require an evaluation by resource agencies and other stakeholders potentially affected by
this proposal. The Savannah River Comprehensive Basin Study can more adequately evaluate
alternatives such as this.
During drought, inflow from the area below Thurmond Dam is not dependable. Inflows from
storms events below Thurmond tend to be flashy, rising quickly and then falling quickly. Due to
the small size of the local drainage area between Thurmond and Augusta, there is not a great deal
of opportunity to conserve large quantities of water. While rainfall in the Augusta, GA area can
cause temporary, significant inflows into the river, the duration is not long enough to allow
rescheduling of dam operation, considering the lag time between when releases are made from
Thurmond Dam and when that water reaches Augusta.
The current EA does recommend winter-time flow reductions when conditions are appropriate.

56-LO-02-EN02
Comment: “Why should Lake Hartwell continually be the lake that is by far the most below full
pool, in all types of weather patterns?”
Response: The Hartwell and Thurmond reservoirs are balanced in a foot for foot manner for the
first 15 feet. Once the pools have declined to this point, they are balanced based on the percent
of depth remaining in their respective conservation pools. This balancing strategy is an attempt
to balance the impacts of falling pools on users of both reservoirs. Russell is built as a pumpedstorage facility and not intended to balance with Hartwell and Thurmond. It is designed to
fluctuate much more each day and during the week than the other two.

Public Comment – Rex Allen
57-LO-01-EN01
Comment: “Low water levels expose soft shore line contours to extensive erosion. Shore line
contours that are normally submerged are not as hardened as the shore line contours near the
full pool line. As a result, wave action has a greater erosion impact on the softer contours and
the displaced silt is carried into the lower depths of the lake. Over time, this extensive erosion
has had and will continue to have destructive effect on the health of the lakes.”
Response: The Corps of Engineers monitors the effects of sedimentation at their reservoirs.
Periodically, hydrographic surveys are made in key locations so that the effects of sedimentation
can be measured over time.

Public Comment – Carl Grisswell
58-LO-01-EN01
Comment: “I feel very good with the recommendation that the release rates from Thurmond
Dam be reduced to 3600cfs whenever Lake Thurmond is below 328' until the lake refills. And we
further recommend releases be reduced to 3100cfs during winter months anytime Lake
Thurmond is below 328'. Also I believe that the recommendation for the releases from
Thurmond Dam be completely stopped during a drought anytime the river is swollen from rains
so as to maximize the rate the lakes regain normal levels and maintain the pure term
“Reservoir”.”
Response: Refer to 02-LO-01-EN01.

Public Comment – GADNR
64-LO-04-EV01
Comment: “While we appreciate that the Corps has identified that a minor impact may occur at
the preferred alternative (at 3600 cfs), the language on page 64 as written does not appear to
adequately address appropriate adaptive management. The language seems to imply that a
return to a 3600 cfs flow would address a 3600 cfs related impact. Instead, for in-stream
dissolved oxygen levels specifically, we recommend that if there are observed dissolved oxygen
concentrations below 5 mg/l, as a daily average, or below 4 mg/l, as an instantaneous minimum,
then the release would be returned to 3800 cfs (not 3600 cfs) at the request of either State. In
this way, the dissolved oxygen levels would not change in the Savannah Harbor and be
consistent with the NAA which has no associated impact at 3800 cfs. Changes regarding this
language would need to be made to other affected areas of the document as well.”
Response: The portion of Level 3 flows in Alternative 2 designated as 3600 cfs have been

revised to 3800 cfs. For adaptive management in Level 3, the flow would be returned to a
maximum of 3800 cfs.

64-LO-04-EN01
Comment: “For clarity, on Page 45, Table 5, we recommend that the provision of
Outflow=Inflow (i.e., continue Level 4 discharge as long as possible, thereafter Outflow=Inflow)
be included in the Level 4 boxes for all listed alternatives.”
Response: Concur. We will include this reference in each Level 4 box.
Below the table will be included “* Continue level 4 releases as indicated for as long as possible,
thereafter Outflow = Inflow”.
64-LO-04-EC01
Comment: “On Page 24, in the section entitled “Downstream of JST Lake”, the municipal
surface water intake for the Augusta/Richmond County water treatment facility needs to be
added to those intakes located in the Savannah Bluff Lock and Dam pool.”
Response: Concur

64-LO-04-EC02
Comment: “We recommend removing pages 103-111 and associated tables 32-53 which discuss
projected water demands for Augusta Shoals and the Augusta Canal. No other projected water

demands are included in the EA. The Georgia EPD will be evaluating projected water needs as
part of its surface water permitting process for Augusta/Richmond County.”
Response: Non-concur. This analysis was performed because adequate information was
available. Other projected water demands were not included because the information was not
usable or readily available.

Public Comment – Nick Fisher
68-LO-01-EN01
Comment: “However, I feel a more aggressive approach should be used to maintain lake levels.
I continue to support the release rates from Thurmond Dam be reduced to 3600cfs whenever
Lake Thurmond is below 328' or Hartwell is below 658' until the lakes refill. And I further
recommend releases be reduced to 3100cfs during winter months anytime Lake Thurmond is
below 328' or Hartwell is below 658'. Furthermore I recommend releases from Thurmond Dam
be completely stopped during a drought anytime the river downstream is full due to rains.”
Response: Refer to 02-LO-01-EN01.

Public Comment – Ron Grimm
69-LO-02-EN01
Comment: “By instituting the flow proposed for Trigger Level 3 at some higher lake level, the
rate of impact of drought conditions would be lower than under the current operating
parameters.”
Response: The EA proposes to implement flow reductions earlier in drought and at a higher
pool elevation.
69-LO-02-EN02
Comment: “From my discussions with property owners in Tugaloo Bay subdivision on Lake
Hartwell, the current schemes are confusing and lead to attributing other motives to the
decisions to set release levels through the Savannah River system. A simpler approach would, I
believe, help all concerned to understand the system. This could be accomplished by reducing
the number of levels to one or two from the current three, and to use the lower release level of
3600 cfs at the earliest level feasible. The guide curves for Thurmond level recognize a variation
from full pool to 4 feet below full pool. Triggering the lowest release level at some reasonable
level (say 2 feet) below full pool would make response to drought conditions occur early in the
drought, and would lessen the affect of drought on the local area with little environmental
impact.”
Response: Keeping it simple is important. The upcoming portion of the Savannah River Basin
Comprehensive Basin Study will specifically address how low flows can go with respect to
releases from the system. The Corps will look at both lower flows and earlier implementation.

Public Comment – Bob Bedgood
74-LO-01-EN01
Comment: “I believe that the discharges from all the three lakes should be
reduced to less than or equal to 3600 cfs max. until all lakes return to
within 2 feet of full pool. At that point, the discharge rate could be
raised to 3800 cfs max. and absolutely every issue involved would
benefit tremendously.”
Response: The 1989 Drought plan implemented a rule that once level 3 was triggered, a daily
flow target of 3600 cfs would be initiated and remain in place until the pools had completely
recovered to full pool. This specific rule was evaluated in the 2006 drought plan update and it
was determined that the pools typically refill quickly during drought recovery whether or not the
3600 cfs was maintained all the way to full pool. At that time it was deemed a greater
importance to have an earlier response to drought by adding larger flow reductions at a higher
pool elevations.
The upcoming portion of the Savannah River Basin Comprehensive Basin Study will specifically
address how low flows can go with respect to releases from the system. The Corps will look at
both lower flows and earlier implementation. The persistence of level 3 flows may be reassessed
at that point.

Public Comment – Duke Energy
75-LO-05-EN01
Comment: “Reservoir water storage needs to be conserved more aggressively in order to avoid
going to Level 4 and Alternatives 3 and 4 allow for more reservoir water storage conservation
than does Alternative 2. Duke Energy recommends further consideration be given to Alternative
3 and Alternative 4 and that one of those alternatives should be the final selected alternative.”
Response: Under all operational alternatives assessed, none showed the reservoirs reaching
Level 4, the bottom of the conservation pool. While alternatives 3 and 4 result in higher pool
elevations, they also result in higher impacts to downstream interests.

75-LO-05-EN02
Comment: “On page 46, a description of actions taken at each of the SRBDCP levels is
provided. For Levels 1 and 2, engineering judgement is used for transitioning from the
maximum to the minimum flow within each level. Duke Energy recommends this flexibility be
retained for Level 2 for all the alternatives for the February through October period instead of
relying on the USGS Broad River gage near Bell.”
Response: The primary reason for inclusion of an index inflow gage as an indicator of drought
is for transparency. The public has requested clarity and simplicity. The decision without this
indicator will likely replicate our decision using the indicator. However, the public will now
understand the when and why behind the decision.

75-LO-05-EN03
Comment: “Alternative 2 could actually use more reservoir water storage than the NAA if the
USGS Broad River gage near Bell continuously reads just above the 10th percentile 28-day
average flow in Level 2.”
Response: The use of the indicator gage on an unregulated drainage basin within the Savannah
River watershed will reflect drought conditions on the basin.

75-LO-05-EN04
Comment: “Additional explanation needs to be provided on how the flow indicator for the
USGS Broad River gage near Bell would be calculated and used. It is unclear what the “10th
percentile 28-day average flow” means under Table 5 on page 45.”

Response: The USGS defines the 10 percentile flow as the breakpoint between below normal
flows and drought level streamflows. The 10 Percentile flow is computed by the USGS and is
explained on their web page at
(http://waterwatch.usgs.gov/new/index.php?m=pa28d&r=ga&w=map).
The “28-day average streamflow” shows the average streamflow conditions for the past 28 days.
By averaging over the past 28 days, the values are more indicative of longer-term streamflow
conditions than real-time or daily conditions. The data represents 28-day average streamflow
compared to percentiles of historical 28-day average streamflow for the day of the year. The
USGS only uses gages with at least 30 years of record to assess drought conditions. The Broad
River near Bell, GA streamgage has a period of record of over 79 years of daily data.
Streamflow at this location is a good representation of inflow into the basin as a whole because
the Broad River is a large unregulated basin within the Savannah River Basin with a long period
of record.
Additionally, the Broad River near Bell, GA streamgage is a part of the USGS Hydro-Climatic
Data Network. This is a subset of all USGS streamgages where streamflow conditions primarily
reflect climatic variations; that is, streamflow conditions are minimally affected by human
disturbance. Although most streamgages reflect some level of human activity, total water
extractions or diversions at HCDN sites are generally less than 5 percent of the mean annual
discharge.
The concept of using this as an indicator is that climatic conditions would additionally trigger
flow reductions than solely relying on pool levels to decline as a trigger.

75-LO-05-EN05
Comment: “An additional evaluation of selecting the 25th percentile 28-day average flow
instead of the 10th percentile 28-day average flow should be done in order to more proactively
conserve reservoir water storage.”
Response: The 10 percentile used is to maintain consistency with the USGS in their definition
of hydrologic drought conditions.

Public Comment – Fran Sullivan
77-LO-01-EN01
Comment: “You guys control this and Lake Russell stays full due to your efforts. Why do you
maintain Russell and allow Hartwell to drop so significantly.”
Response: The Russell project was designed specifically as a pump storage facility with
frequent daily fluctuation but only a 5 foot total fluctuation in the conservation pool. The pump
storage units did not require a deeper conservation pool to justify the project.
In contrast, the Hartwell project has less daily fluctuation but was designed to fluctuate a total of
35 feet in its conservation pool between elevation 660 ft-msl and 625 ft-msl.

Public Comment – Sam Booher
79-LO-02-EN01
Comment: “During drought periods when you reduce the Clark Hill flow to 3,100 cubic feet per
second, that is the same amount of water that is still allowed through the Augusta Canal - 3,100
cubic feet per second.”
Response: This EA assesses the impacts of reducing flows to 3100 cfs Nov-Jan if pools have
declined to level 3. The diversion of water into the Augusta Canal away from the shoals is
currently under analysis in preparation for the Augusta Canal FERC license. The FERC license
will establish a minimum flow target in the shoals for various seasons, and hydrologic
conditions.

79-LO-02-EN02
Comment: “I ask that the Savannah Corps work with FRIC and the National Park Service and
put drought conditions on the Augusta Canal that require a reduced flow through the canal so
that some minimum flow is available for the shoals during drought conditions.”
Response: It is the Corps’ intention to work with Augusta and the resource agencies to ensure
adequate flows for habitat and endangered species. The development of our future drought rules
will take the FERC requirements into consideration.

Public Comment – Harold and Barbara Shelley, FSRB
83-LO-01-EN01
Comment: “The current drought plan is 23 years old and was written as a result of a drought of
record. Since then the SRB has experienced two additional droughts of record, with required
operational adaptations, and is currently in another drought. It is clearly time for a complete
reexamination of every facet of the DCP.”
Response: Each drought plan update (2006 and 2011) has re-evaluated operations across a
newer drought of record. Each drought plan update has also imposed new rules to react earlier to
drought.
The upcoming interim study of the Savannah River Basin Comprehensive Basin Study will
specifically address how low flows can go with respect to releases from the system. The water
quality and habitat impacts will be more robustly appraised. The Corps will again look at both
lower flows and earlier implementation.

Public Comment – U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service
87-LO-12-EN01
Comment: “Low flows under the NAA are less frequent and not as low as observed flows during
the same time period in 2007-2009. It is unclear whether this difference reflects the recent 2011
change in the SRDCP, greater inflows, or if the higher flows under the NAA represents a
modeling bias. A baseline for comparison and an explanation for the cause of the difference are
required so that correct conclusions can be made regarding the alternatives.”
Response: The difference between the NAA and observed flows are caused by the recent 2011
change in the Savannah River Basin Drought Plan, which dealt with flows in Level 4. For this
period, none of the alternatives entered Level 4. The primary difference can be explained by the
observed data reflecting operations that included a prolonged temporary deviation at 3,600 cfs.
The NAA is modeled output that did not include actual temporary deviations. A minor modeling
bias may be attributed to using calculated inflows from project data rather than actual inflows in
the observed data.
87-LO-12-EV01
Comment: “Low estimated shoal inflow suggests that the assumption of “a 50/50 split in the
500 cfs flow reduction” will require a more detailed, explicit reevaluation.”
Response: Low estimated shoal inflow will not result if the City of Augusta carries through
with their proposal, which is similar to what most parties have wanted for years.

87-LO-12-EV02
Comment: “The re-regulation of flows into the Augusta Shoals by the City of Augusta is a
cumulative effect of the ACOE's proposed drought response that has not been evaluated
explicitly in the Draft EA.”
Response: Cumulative effects will not result if the City of Augusta carries through with the
proposal, which is similar to what most parties have wanted for years.

87-LO-12-EV03
Comment: “Because of the linkage to flow management and water quality standards, this
concern merits investigation and possibly calibration of the water quality model. Similarly, the
evaluation of dissolved oxygen effects in the Savannah Harbor may require additional
calibration and analyses and should include the cumulative effects associated with harbor
expansion.”

Response: Harbor expansion is expected to have no net effect on harbor dissolved oxygen.

87-LO-12-EV04
Comment: “The reduction in discharge that would result from implementation of Alternative 2
could result in reduced spawning habitat for these species. However, the amount of habitat lost
from a 200 cfs flow reduction requires more detailed evaluation.”
Response: The amount of lost spawning habitat associated with a 200 cfs reduction is expected
to be small, because drought river flows are usually confined to the main channels during
drought.

87-LO-12-EN02
Comment: “Should the ACOE proceed with implementation of a 3,100 cfs J. Strom Thurmond
Dam (JSTD) discharge, we strongly recommend a gradual flow recession to allow for the
movement of mussels. We also recommend consideration of gradual flow increases to help
ensure that mussels are not unintentionally transported from suitable habitat. We are prepared
to work with the ACOE to inform an analysis of discharge changes as they relate to mussel
habitat, movement, and survival in the Savannah River.”
Response: The Corps of Engineers will work with the State and Federal resource agencies
including U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service to adaptively manage low-flows. The implementation
will likely be modified as we learn more about how downstream habitat is impacted by changes
in the flow and stage.
87-LO-12-EN03
Comment: “Several options have been discussed among Service personnel that may provide
opportunities to reduce JSTD outflow while minimizing impacts to the Refuge and adjoining
freshwater marsh. These options include consideration of the timing and duration of low flows.
We are prepared to discuss these options with the ACOE.”
Response: The Savannah District is open to continued discussion with the USFWS.

87-LO-12-EV05
Comment: “The Service is concerned that the Draft EA/FONSI is incomplete because it does
not evaluate the relationship to another large proposal and an essential element in managing
natural resources within the Savannah River Basin; that is, the expansion of the Savannah
Harbor. The ACOE is required by the Council on Environmental Quality to analyze the impacts
of an action when added to “past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions.”

Expansion of the Savannah Harbor will profoundly change the lower Savannah River estuary,
which is inextricably and obviously linked with the upper portions of the Savannah River Basin.
We disagree with the ACOE that “no long term significant adverse cumulative impacts are
expected.” Long-term adverse impacts are expected on the Refuge with the expansion of the
harbor. Reduced flows during periods of drought could exacerbate these adverse impacts.
Indeed, short-term impacts could become long-term effects. The absence of an analysis that
explicitly examines the potential effects of the harbor expansion (Final EIS January 2012) in
conjunction with the reduced flows (this proposal), especially within the tidally influenced
portions of the river, is a critical omission and should be addressed.”
Response: Several sentences will be added to the Cumulative Effects section, including: “The
Savannah River Basin Drought Plan Revision FONSI will likely be signed before the Savannah
Harbor Expansion Project Record of Decision” and “the Savannah Harbor Expansion Project
would result in environmental conditions comparable to the conditions before implementation”.

87-LO-12-EV06
Comment: “We have concerns about the use of HEC-EFM as the only tool for the evaluation of
threatened and endangered species.”
Response: The EFM Model inputs include both .dss flow files and resource relationships based
on information from the 2003 Scientific Stakeholders Workshop.

87-LO-12-EV07
Comment: “The analyses should be specific to the period during which sturgeon are either
migrating or spawning. The analysis also should consider the specific flow component(s) most
likely to affect the life history of sturgeon.”
Response: Lower flows discussed in the DEA should have very limited effect on migration due
to the sturgeon movement through the bottom of the water column. NOAA-NMFS has authority
to pre-approve flows of 3100 cfs for February.

87-LO-12-EN04
Comment: “The Savannah River Basin Drought Coordination Committee (Committee) is
comprised of agencies within Federal and State governments. However, if monitoring
parameters fall outside acceptable levels, only the States of Georgia or South Carolina are
identified to review the information, discuss results with the Committee, and recommend
adjustments. Exceptions are made for NOAA and the Department of Energy, Savannah River
Site. We believe that all parties within the Committee, including the Service, should be given the
opportunity to raise concerns directly with the Committee and request modifications to flows.”

Response: If monitoring parameters fall outside of acceptable levels, the problem will be vetted
with the states. If warranted, the flow will be increased up to a maximum of 3600 cfs or 3800 cfs
as appropriate. The Corps of Engineers will work with the State and Federal resource agencies
including U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service to adaptively manage low-flows.
87-LO-12-EN05
Comment: “Explicit timelines should be developed as part of a framework to consider the
species, season, and other pertinent variables to successfully implement adaptive management
for these resources to minimize or prevent damage.”
Response: This EA considers seasonality in flow reductions based on water quality assumptions
attempting to avoid key spawning periods.

Public Comment – SELC
89-LO-11-EV01
Comment: “How the Corps manages the Savannah River water levels should be based on the
overall health of the watershed. Interests upstream should not be allowed to trump those
downstream and vice versa.”
Response: Upstream interests, including economics, and downstream interests, including
Threatened and Endangered Species, dissolved oxygen and salinity have been considered in the
evaluations.
89-LO-11-EV02
Comment: “Unless sufficient flow is in the river to prevent saltwater intrusion, higher chloride
levels could impair Savannah’s drinking water, as well as thousands of acres of freshwater
wetlands. Similarly, the ability of the river and estuary to assimilate municipal and industrial
wastes is severely tested during periods of low flow.”
Response: The Draft EA acknowledges that adaptive management may be utilized for specified
flows from Thurmond Dam.
89-LO-11-EV03
Comment: “The SRBDCP EA must discuss in greater detail how SHEP will impact the drought
conditions on the River. The DEA modeling shows that dissolved oxygen levels in the Savannah
Harbor would likely be made worse during times of drought. How would this effect the proposed
SHEP project?”
Response: Harbor expansion is expected to have minimal net effect on harbor dissolved
oxygen. Dissolved oxygen would be mitigated by the use of Speece Cones. Adaptive
management may be utilized for specified flows from Thurmond Dam.

89-LO-11-EV04
Comment: “The SRBDCP EA should also discuss how specific elements of SHEP would impact
flow levels and aquatic habitat in the Savannah River.”
Response: The following sentences will be added to the Cumulative Effects section, “The
Savannah Harbor Expansion Project would result in environmental conditions comparable to the
conditions before its implementation. The Savannah Harbor Expansion Project would mitigate
for its effects on the environment. No significant permanent long-term effects would result if
both projects were implemented.”

89-LO-11-EV05
Comment: “The SHEP FEIS includes a proposed fish ladder at the New Savannah Bluff Lock
and Dam. Yet, the DEA does not discuss the proposed structure.”
Response: Information on the fish bypass was placed in Sections 2.9.1 and 4.4 and states “The
proposed Savannah Harbor Expansion Project includes a fish bypass with all flows up to 8,000
cfs going through the bypass.
89-LO-11-EV06
Comment: “The DEA does not discuss the impact that the “re-plumbing” of the lower
Savannah River will have on the species that are dependent on that reach of the river.”
Response: Floodplain reach impacts are discussed in Section 4.4.

89-LO-11-EV07
Comment: “The DEA does not adequately discuss the impact that the lower flows would have
on the salinity levels in the Savannah National Wildlife Refuge.”
Response: Specific data for the Wildlife Refuge for the proposed flow reductions is not
available. Adaptive Management can be used for specified Thurmond Dam releases.

89-LO-11-EV08
Comment: “The DEA must include data demonstrating that those “best efforts” are consistently
yielding adequate flows in the Augusta Shoals.”
Response: The DEA will not be able to guarantee adequate flows to the Augusta Shoals. The
Corps is not a party to the Settlement Agreement between FERC, the City of Augusta, USFWS
and NOAA-Fisheries.

89-LO-11-EV09
Comment: “The DEA discusses this scenario in the following troublesome paragraph: Although
the City is not required to implement the provisions of the yet-to-be finalized Settlement
Agreement, it states that it will “use its best efforts to meet the terms for flows as set forth
therein, including the higher flows during the month of February as set forth in the respective
tiers.” If the City fulfills this commitment, the impacts of the proposed flow reduction on biota
within the Shoals would be minimal. If the City does not fulfill its commitment, impacts to the

Shoal communities would be greater. The Corps believes that a 50/50 split in the 500 cfs flow
reduction is probably a good assumption for prediction of future impacts. Under that scenario,
the Shoals would experience a 250 cfs reduction in flow from what they presently receive with
the 3,600 cfs average daily discharge from Thurmond Dam. This amount of flow reduction is
expected to result in minor effects to those biotic communities.”
“ The Corps “assumes” without stating any basis for doing so that the Shoals will get a 50/50
split of any reductions in flow below 3,600 cfs.
Response: The Corps assumes a 50/50 split of up to a 500 cfs reduction and that the City will
put forth its best efforts and maintain adequate flows in the Shoals. The Corps is not a party to
the Settlement Agreement between FERC, the City of Augusta, USFWS and NOAA-Fisheries.

89-LO-11-EV10
Comment: “While the Atlantic Sturgeon was only listed as endangered early this year, the DEA
must discuss this species as well and determine what impact the lower flows would have on it.”
Response: The Atlantic Sturgeon was discussed in the Draft EA.

89-LO-11-EV11
Comment: “The Corps should take a hard look at whether it needs to commence higher flows
during January, as opposed to waiting until February.”
Response: The Natural Resource Agencies have not been suggesting higher flows in January.

89-LO-11-EC01
Comment: “By some estimates, the new reactors at Plant Vogtle will require withdrawals of 5588 million gallons of water per day from the Savannah River. Only a fraction of this amount will
be returned to the river. Yet the DEA does not explain what impact these withdrawals would
have on the Savannah River water levels, water quality, or aquatic habitat.”
Response: At 3100 cfs, the 88 million gallon estimate represents 4% of the daily Savannah
River flow. Withdrawals are permitted by the State agencies.

89-LO-11-EV12
Comment: “Based on the Eleventh Circuit’s Four-Part Test, the Corps Finding of No
Significant Impact is supportable.”
Response: This statement is a conclusion of law to which no response is required.

Public Comment – EPA
91-LO-14-EV01
Comment: “Regarding Section 4.1 Water Quality, operations should be consistent with
Georgia's water quality standards at 391-3-6-.03(6): Dissolved Oxygen (D.O.): A daily average
of 5.0 mg/L and no less than 4.0 mg/L at all times. If it is determined that the 'natural condition'
in the waterbody is less than the values stated above, then the criteria will revert to the 'natural
condition' and the water quality standard will allow for a 0.1 mg/L deficit from the 'natural'
dissolved oxygen value. Up to a 10% deficit will be allowed if it is demonstrated that resident
aquatic species shall not be adversely affected."”
Response: The dissolved oxygen standard was added to EA Section 4.1.1.

91-LO-14-EV02
Comment: “The modeling in "Figure 16 -- Simulated Surface Dissolved Oxygen in Savannah
Harbor" may be indicative of deviations below these criteria, potentially during November and
December.”
Response: The portion of Level 3 flows in Alternative 2 designated as 3600 cfs have been
revised to 3800 cfs. For adaptive management in Level 3, the flow would be returned to a
maximum of 3800 cfs.

91-LO-14-EV03
Comment: “We are concerned regarding the cumulative impacts associated with the many flow
reductions that have taken place since the original development of the 1989 Savannah River
Drought Contingency Plan.”
Response: This analysis has taken into account those previous studies.

91-LO-14-EN01
Comment: “In the interim, EPA recommends that the Corps host a problem solving workshop
(similar to the 2003 Scientific Stakeholders Workshop) with the resource agencies and other
appropriate stakeholders to discuss the recent flow reductions and possible impacts to water
quality and other resources.”
Response: A workshop similar to the “2003 Scientific Stakeholders Workshop” is being
scheduled as part of the Savannah River Basin Comprehensive Study.

91-LO-14-EN02
Comment: “For proper public disclosure, EPA recommends that the many temporary
deviations and revisions of the plan should be clearly displayed in a table format and then
discussed more thoroughly within the EA.”
Response: Concur. A table documenting the history of temporary deviations and revisions will
be included in Section 1.1.1.

91-LO-14-EN03
Comment: “Did the PDT coordinate the various alternatives with federal and state resource
agencies to ensure that alternatives formulation was conducted to limit impacts to the resource?
EPA appreciates the Corps efforts to inform the resource agencies during the Savannah River
Drought Contingency Plan Conference Calls; however, more formal meetings and briefings
regarding the specifics of the EA with the state and federal resource agencies and other
applicable stakeholders might be beneficial.”
Response: The Corps proposed the changes to the other natural resource agencies and the
public. A series of alternatives from No Action to considerable changes were evaluated to help
determine what magnitudes of flow reduction are acceptable. The Corps concurs that additional
collaboration and funding to help define future operational rules that meet the authorized
purposes is helpful.

91-LO-14-EN04
Comment: “As previously stated in our comment review of the July 2011 EA, the Corps
discusses the member composition Savannah River Basin Drought Coordination Committee
(SRBDCC) and Table 9: Offices Representing Agencies (page 51) lists different agencies, but
there is no mention of Georgia WRD or USFWS. Given the sensitive nature of the estuary
habitats (including the Savannah National Wildlife Refuge) and federal candidate and state
listed endangered species, it would seem important to include these resource agencies on any
drought operations decisions. EPA recommends that USFWS and Georgia WRD be invited to
participate on the SRBDCC.”
Response: The Corps of Engineers will work with the State and Federal natural resource
agencies, including GA DNR and the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service to adaptively manage lowflows.

91-LO-14-EV04
Comment: “As with the July 2011 EA, EPA remains concerned regarding the possible impacts
of flow reductions to this fragile shoal habitat. There seems to be a lack of coordination with the
appropriate resource agencies regarding possible impacts to the shoal habitat. In both
instances, there is no discussion in the EA as to the USFWS, NFMS, SCDNR or GADNR’s
opinion on the impacts of the decrease in flow over the shoals. As stated in Comment #3, EPA
recommends the Corps host a problem solving workshop with the appropriate resource agencies
to work through any issues relating to decreases in flow.”
Response: The Corps is not a party to the Settlement Agreement. The Corps assumes a 50/50
split of up to a 500 cfs reduction for the Shoals and Augusta Canal.

91-LO-14-EV05
Comment: “Has the Corps consulted with the USFWS regarding impacts to Savannah NWR? If
so, is the USFWS supportive of the decreases? Additionally, EPA recommends that the Corp
include a more thorough discussion of potential impacts to the NWR as well as discuss the
USFWS views (positively or negatively) toward the preferred alternative.”
Response: USFWS concerns are being added to Section 7.0.
91-LO-14-EV06
Comment: “EPA recommends that the Corps consult with both the USFWS and the National
Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) before the FONSI is signed to ensure the decision makers are
given appropriate information to make the final decision regarding the proposed action.”
Response: Coordination has occurred with both USFWS and NMFS.

91-LO-14-EN05
Comment: “The USFW further states, “Multiple consecutive years of extremely reduced flows
could have potentially devastating impacts on population sizes of early spring spawning species
(including shortnose and Atlantic sturgeon)…The ACOE analysis should give additional
treatment to these impacts, and propose alternatives (e.g., provision of occasional flow pulses as
outlined in the Savannah River Ecosystem Flow Prescription ) that could temporarily offset
negative habitat effects…” Does the Corps intend to mitigate for any of these habitat loses?”

Response: The Corps of Engineers is proposing an alternative that does not result in a
significant impact on habitat. The Corps of Engineers will work with the State and Federal
resource agencies to adaptively manage the low-flow elements of the proposal to prevent
impacts. While the Corps can utilize the reservoirs to conserve water, we chose to collaborate
with resource agencies to help assess impacts to water supply users and habitat health.

91-LO-14-EV07
Comment: “EPA recommends that the Corps disclose the USFWS concerns in the FONSI and
better describe and evaluate their concerns in future EAs.”
Response: USFWS concerns are being added to Section 7.0.

91-LO-14-EC01
Comment: “The Corps discusses the socio-economic impacts of recreation on the lakes within
the EA; however, there is no discussion regarding the socio-economic impacts on downstream
businesses and users. For example, will reduced flows impact industrial plants and other
businesses such as the Vogtle Power Plant that relies on adequate water for operational
withdrawals? Will the reduce flow impact businesses that have NPDES permits that might have
to reduce discharges to meet state water quality standards? It would appear that reducing flow
could have both positive and negative impacts to local businesses that rely upon the Savannah
River system. EPA recommends that the Corps conduct a thorough socio-economic analysis
regarding the preferred alternative’s impacts to the local communities impacted (both within the
reservoirs and downstream of the reservoirs).”
Response: A comprehensive socio-economic analysis is outside the scope of this EA, but could
be included in the upcoming Savannah River Basin Comprehensive Study.

91-LO-14-EV08
Comment: “The Corps does not discuss Climate Change in the EA. EPA recommends that the
Corps address both the adaptation and mitigation aspects regarding this action and all future
drought actions in the context of new climate change stressors (in this case more frequent
droughts).”
Response: Section 2.15 and a brief sentence segment at the beginning of 4.0 were added.

Public Comment – Pris Foster
92-LO-03-EC01
Comment: “I see on your website that the Corps carefully selected data that supports (or
defends your positions). One example would be the real estate data you posted, which is not
confirmed by local realtors. Land values have most certainly been impacted by the low lake
level.”
Response: Although the impact of low lake levels on real estate sales are measureable, the
national housing crisis that began in 2007 and other economic factors like the recession would
have been the primary factors driving the declines in real estate transactions.

92-LO-03-EN01
Comment: “A major problem caused by low lake level would be the dramatic erosion of the
lakeshore. Low water levels have exposed soft shore lines to extensive erosion. This displaced
silt is carried into lower depths and is slowly filling the lake with silt. As care-takers of the
wellness of the lake for future generations, why isn’t the Corps fulfilling its duty?”
Response: The Corps of Engineers monitors the effects of sedimentation of their reservoirs.
Periodically, hydrographic surveys are made in key locations so that the effects of sedimentation
can be measured over time.

92-LO-03-EN02
Comment: “However, knowing that droughts can occur, the Corps must be proactive in its
management techniques and initiate quicker reduced water release plans. The Corps should
treat EVERY year as a potential drought year.”
Response: While the Corps must be prepared for every year to be a potential drought year, we
must be prepared every year for flooding. The Corps operates its reservoirs according to the
Savannah River Basin Water Control Manual and Drought Contingency Plan for the most
prudent operation under all conditions to best meet all authorized project purposes.

Public Comment – Tim Broome
93-LO-01-EN01
Comment: “Please bring the technology up to date that can balance the needs of all concerns
and keep our Lakes at the very least-- almost full.”
Response: The Corps uses the best technology that it can afford in our operation of the
Savannah River reservoirs.

Public Comment – Robert Cooke
96-LO-02-EN01
Comment: “Back in 2008,we were at similar levels on Hartwell as today. We all know that by
Dec the lake level reached -22 feet. Are you going to let that happen again? In Feb of 2009 the
Corps dropped the outflow to 0 for an entire month, and the lake level rose rapidly. Why don't
we do that again to avoid these catastrophic levels?”
Response: The projects were not designed or authorized to maintain near full pool elevations at
all times. They were designed to serve multiple objectives. They were designed not only to
lower the impacts of floods, but also to help get through periods of drought. The Corps stores
water during normal and wet times and draws against that storage in times of need. During times
of drought, the objective is to release only what is required and no more.
There have been times in which Hartwell has dropped its release for months as we attempted to
keep its pool in balance with Thurmond’s pool. The Corps attempts to keep the Hartwell and
Thurmond pools in balance foot for foot for the first 15 feet below full pool. Below that, storage
is balanced on the percent of depth remaining in the conservation pools. If the inflows below
Hartwell improve and Thurmond rises, Hartwell’s outflow would be reduced to help it come
back into balance. As in past droughts, the Corps will continue to use this strategy.

96-LO-02-EN02
Comment: “The Corps laments the same old rhetoric - we are experiencing drought conditions,
there's nothing we can do. Why is it that Lake Murray is only 3.5' below normal while the
Columbia area has recently experienced the worst drought in their history?”
Response: Lake Murray is not a Corps of Engineers project and its owners constructed and
operate it for different purposes. The Savannah River projects were constructed to meet a variety
of project purposes, and they are operated by a set of rules defined in the Savannah River Basin
Drought Contingency Plan. This plan was created and refined through extensive resource
agency and stakeholder input. This EA is the second formal update of the drought plan. Each
new drought of record has initiated an update of the drought plan. Each update has reduced
outflows or initiated reductions earlier in drought.
Downstream infrastructure and environment has developed around the minimum releases of the
projects. The Corps is not opposed to reducing releases further on a permanent basis; however
the costs of impacts on the authorized project purposes would have to be justified. The costs of
re-tooling downstream intakes would have to be assessed. The impacts on downstream water
quality and environmental habitat will have to be reconciled. These questions can be best
answered in a comprehensive basin study.

Public Comment – Jim Wade
98-LO-01-EC01
Comment: “Please start managing your hydropower production as a business, since I, as a
taxpayer, deserve better. It is foolish and a waste of my dollar for you to guarantee power
generation amounts, resulting in the purchase of power from Ga Power and others, while selling
it to Oglethorpe at rates well below market. I don't see corporate welfare as one of your stated
mandates for water management.”
Response: The Corps of Engineers does not have contracts guaranteeing generation amounts.
SEPA, the Southeastern Power Administration, maintains contracts with power cooperatives to
deliver specified amounts of energy, which in turn recoop the principal costs of the facilities and
cover O&M related expenses. The Corps of Engineers does not guarantee that the water will be
available in the quantities required to meet the contractual agreements between SEPA and its
customers. It is the cooperatives and their customers that ultimately cover the costs of
replacement energy during droughts. The Government is made whole at a pre-determined rate.
The Government and the cooperatives typically operate as non-profit, to break even.

Public Comment – Susan Weeks
99-LO-01-EV01
Comment: “It is time to change the rules and laws governing water release so that all
concerned are treated fairly and responsibly.”
Response: The USACE manages the basin to meet all authorized project purposes in
accordance with the Water Control Manual, including the DCP, and all applicable Federal and
State laws and regulations.

Public Comment – SCDNR
103-LO-10-EV01
Comment: “The Draft EA provides very little data or results from model runs (such as
hydrographs), rendering it difficult to review the supporting conclusions and decisions.”
Response: Flow .dss files are incorporated into the HEC-EFM model.

103-LO-10-EC01
Comment: “The rationale for selecting Alternative 2 as the Proposed Action is not very well
explained, as arguments could be made that Alternatives 3 or 4 could also be reasonably good
choices over the No Action Alternative (NAA).”
Response: Each of the alternatives have aspects to be considered. The selection was made by
the Project Delivery Team.

103-LO-10-EN01
Comment: “Always reducing Lake Thurmond releases to 3,100 cfs from November through
January when in Level 3 may be somewhat draconian. The impacts of a 3-month continuous
release of 3,100 cfs on the lower Savannah River are not well understood, and the Draft EA does
not demonstrate that such a release would not have a significant negative effect on the river.
The only time the States agreed to such a low release was in late 2008, when the lakes were deep
in Level 3, and that 3,100 cfs release happened to coincide with significant rainfall events that
maintained river flows higher than 3,600 cfs at Augusta for much of that winter.”
Response: The conclusions of the EA find that the selection of Alternative 2 would not have a
significant negative effect on the river. The Draft EA acknowledges uncertainty and proposes
that adaptive management be utilized for flows below 3600 cfs from Thurmond Dam.

103-LO-10-EN02
Comment: “The protocol for coming out of drought levels is not described in the Draft EA.”
Response: The protocol for coming out of drought levels are described in Section 3.2.1.

103-LO-10-EN03

Comment: “Because the Draft EA is supposed to result in a new and comprehensive Drought
Contingency Plan, it should include a better description of how, when in Level 4, releases would
transition from 3,600 or 3,100 cfs to “outflow equals inflow” if conditions in the basin ever were
to get that bad.”
Response: This EA does not address changes to Level 4 operation. However, the 2011 Level 4
EA states that once in level 4, the Thurmond release of 3600 cfs will be maintained with the
addition of a 3100 cfs window November thru January. Once inactive storage is fully depleted
or until it becomes physically impossible to maintain that release, then the release target will
transition to outflow equal to inflow.

103-LO-10-EC02
Comment: “DNR has significant concerns over any flow reduction that would further impair
water quality in the Savannah River. The Draft EA concludes this to be a reality, and this reality
cannot be adequately balanced with the minor improvement in storage capacity in the Corps
managed Savannah River lakes.”
Response: Comments have been noted that the SC DNR position is that there is inadequate
hydrologic justification to reduce flows further at this time.

103-LO-10-EV02
Comment: “The Draft EA modeling confirms DO in the Savannah Harbor would likely be made
worse under the Proposed Action.”
Response: The EA acknowledges that adaptive management may be utilized for specified flows
from Thurmond Dam. The portion of Level 3 flows in Alternative 2 designated as 3600 cfs have
been revised to 3800 cfs. For adaptive management in Level 3, the flow would be returned to a
maximum of 3800 cfs.

103-LO-10-EV03
Comment: “We do not agree that water quality impacts predicted to occur to essential fish
habitat will have no measurable impact and produce no long term effects on endangered species
such as shortnose sturgeon (Acipenser brevirostrum) and Atlantic sturgeon (Acipenser
oxyrinchus). In fact, we believe there could be drastic impacts to Atlantic sturgeon if the
Proposed Action were to be implemented.”
Response: We will consider implementation based on NOAA-NMFS responses.

103-LO-10-EC03
Comment: “DNR does not support further reduction of downstream flows in the Savannah
River Basin and believes there is inadequate hydrological justification to do so at this time.”
Response: The Corps understands that the SC DNR position is that there is inadequate
hydrologic justification to reduce flows any further at this time.

103-LO-10-EV04
Comment: “DNR, through its comprehensive review of the Draft EA and Draft FONSI has
determined the Proposed Action to modify the SRBDCP would result in significant
environmental impacts and the NAA represents the best natural resource management practices
and environmental standards.”
Response: Our analysis does not agree with your conclusions.

Public Comment – Louis Fernandez
104-LO-01-EN01
Comment: “Average rainfall data could be used on a weekly, monthly or quarterly basis to
establish a more realistic expectation of the resource.”
Response: Hourly basin average precipitation is computed for the projects. Daily, weekly and
monthly precipitation forecasts are used to prepare our weekly water release declarations and
extended pool projections. However, precipitation forecasts often do not materialize. For this
reason alone, the release declaration is made on a weekly or shorter interval.

Public Comment – South Carolina SHPO
105-LO-01-EV01
Comment: “Our office prefers that the term potentially eligible not be used. I have included a
copy of statement regarding the term.”
Response: The Corps acknowledges your concern for that wording.

Public Comment – South Carolina-DHEC
106-LO-03-EN01
Comment: “While adaptive management and restoring releases if problems occurred worked
for the previous temporary deviations from the drought plan, we believe potential impacts to
harbor DO should be quantified in advance of permanent changes to the plan. Additional
evaluation and modeling, such as that envisioned under the Savannah River Basin
Comprehensive Study, should help provide the necessary information to justify a permanent
modification to the NAA.”
Response: The changes being proposed adaptively adjust flows in response to drought while
targeting a minimum acceptable DO level in the harbor. The comprehensive study will refine
our assessment on how much flows can be reduced and what time of year is appropriate to do so.
The portion of Level 3 flows in Alternative 2 designated as 3600 cfs have been revised to 3800
cfs. For adaptive management in Level 3, the flow would be returned to a maximum of 3800 cfs.

106-LO-03-EN02
Comment: “When deviations from the NAA were sought during past droughts, the States and
Corps of Engineers evaluated the current basin hydrology, drought status, etc., and made
decisions about reduced flows on a “real time” basis. SCDHEC suggests that this process
continue and any deviation from the existing drought response plan be evaluated by the States
and the Corps of Engineers on a case by case basis until such time as the additional modeling
can be performed.”
Response: A deviation is intended to be a one-time change to the rules by which the projects
operate. This EA implements features of past deviations and proposes adding them to the
existing rule set rather than going to the expense of conducting a new EA each time we have a
drought that warrants use of these features. The re-introduction of the features is tied to adaptive
management which targets acceptable levels of impact. Water management is not an exact
science and is adaptive in its very nature. Our operational rules require the flexibility to adapt to
changing hydrologic conditions. These changes are often real-time decisions which cannot be
made thru case by case consensus.

106-LO-03-EN03
Comment: “If deviations from the NAA are implemented, since the 10th percentile flow is a key
trigger for flow reductions, it might be useful to more clearly define exactly how the 10th
percentile flow will be computed to avoid any possibility of confusion. Also, per the adaptive
management plan as described on page 64, we suggest flow be restored to 3800 cfs rather than
3600 cfs if requested by the States.”
Response: The EA will be revised to include the following
The 10 Percentile flow is being computed by the USGS and is explained on their web page at
http://waterwatch.usgs.gov/new/index.php?m=pa28d&r=ga&w=map.
The portion of Level 3 flows in Alternative 2 designated as 3600 cfs have been revised to 3800
cfs. For adaptive management in Level 3, the flow would be returned to a maximum of 3800 cfs.

Public Comment – Georgia-DNR Historic Preservation Division
107-LO-01-EV01
Comment: “HPD offers the following comments for revisions/additions to the draft PA:
1. A section specifying the duration of the PA should be added.
2. A section specifying a reporting schedule should be added. This could be an annual report
that details activities undertaken as part of the PA.”
Response: Changes will be made to the PA in accordance with the comments.

Public Comment – Georgia-DNR-Coastal Resources Division
108-LO-01-EN01
Comment: “Impacts to coastal resources, including reduced dissolved oxygen (DO) levels in
the Savannah Harbor, are reasonably foreseeable if flows fall below 3800 cfs. The Georgia
Water Quality Control Act, an enforceable policy of the Georgia Coastal Management Program,
requires dissolved oxygen levels in the Harbor of 5 mg/l as a daily average or 4 mg/l as an
instantaneous minimum [O.C.G.A. 12-5-20, et seq.]. Therefore, a drought contingency
management plan that proposes discharges below 3800 cfs when DO levels of the Savannah
Harbor are less than 5 mg/l average (4 mg/1 instantaneous) for Level 2 and Level 3 drought
conditions is not consistent to the maximum extent practicable with Georgia’s Coastal
Management Program (GCMP).
Modification of the proposed action so that Level 2 and Level 3 discharges are returned to full
minimum flow (3800 cfs) if dissolved oxygen levels in the Savannah Harbor fall below a 5 mg/l
daily average or 4 mg/l instantaneous minimum will bring this proposal into compliance with the
Georgia Water Quality Control Act and make it fully consistent with the GCMP.
The Program concurs with your federal consistency determination with the condition that Level
2 and Level 3 discharged are returned to 3800 cfs at any time dissolved oxygen in the Savannah
Harbor is below a 5 mg/l daily average or 4 mg/l instantaneous minimum.
If the proposed project is not modified to include the above condition, all parties shall treat this
conditional concurrence letter as an objection letter pursuant to 15 C.F.R.§930.43. The Corps’
must notify us immediately if these conditions are not acceptable [15 C.F.R.§930.4(a)(2)].”
Response: The portion of Level 3 flows in Alternative 2 designated as 3600 cfs have been

revised to 3800 cfs. For adaptive management in Level 3, the flow would be returned to a
maximum of 3800 cfs.

Public Comment – NOAA-Fisheries
110-LO-01-EV01
Comment: “Given the gap in information, NMFS recommends that an instream
flow and habitat suitability research study, in collaboration with the involved state and federal
agencies,be implemented for the Savannah River. This study is needed to provide an adequate
basis for evaluation of potential effects on sturgeon and other diadromous species spawning
habitats, and to support operational management of instream flows to protect and recover
habitats for sturgeon and other diadromous species. In preparation for this study, NMFS
recommends that the COE hold an instream flow workshop with state and federal stakeholders,
including instream flow/habitat modeling experts recommended by NMFS, USFWS, SCDNR, and
GAIJNR. This workshop should be held before the fall of 2012 to plan how the study is
approached, which species are to be considered, which habitat considerations are to be
evaluated, and which instream flow methodologies will be utilized.”
Response: We welcome the opportunity for a workshop followed by a study assuming the
funding is available.

APPENDIX H

PROGRAMMATIC AGREEMENT

PROGRAMMATIC AGREEMENT
AMONG THE US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, SAVANNAH DISTRICT,
THE GEORGIA STATE HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICER, AND
THE SOUTH CAROLINA STATE HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICER
WHEREAS, the US Army Corps of Engineers, Savannah District (Savannah District), operates and
maintains Hartwell Lake and J. Strom Thurmond Lake (the Projects), and
WHEREAS, the Corps managed-lands associated with management of the Projects also include
the banks of the Savannah River on the Georgia and South Carolina sides stretching from the
headwaters of Hartwell Lake to below J. Strom Thurmond Dam; and
WHEREAS, the Projects were constructed prior to the passage of the National Historic
Preservation Act (P.L. 89-665, as amended) and the now inundated lands and associated banks of the
Savannah River were not surveyed for historic properties prior to inundation; and,
WHEREAS, since their creation, the lake elevations have been managed using criteria developed
to address the needs of hydropower, water supply, environmental resources, and recreation; and,
WHEREAS, the Savannah District proposes to alter the criteria for managing lake elevations and
the effects of the existing criteria and the proposed criteria upon historic properties are unknown; and,
WHEREAS, the Projects lie within the States of South Carolina and Georgia, and
WHEREAS, the Savannah District recognizes that the changing elevations of the lakes may have
an effect upon historic properties included in or eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic
Places and has consulted with the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (Council), the Georgia State
Historic Preservation Officer (Georgia SHPO), the South Carolina State Historic Preservation Officer
(South Carolina SHPO), and Native American Tribes pursuant to regulation 36 CFR, Part 800
implementing Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (16 U.S.C. 470h-2(f), and
WHEREAS, the Council was invited to consult on this undertaking and has chosen not to participate;
and
NOW THEREFORE, the Savannah District, the Consulting Parties composed of the Georgia SHPO
and the South Carolina SHPO agree that the project shall be administered in accordance with the
following stipulations to satisfy Savannah District’s Section 106 responsibilities for all individual aspects
of the project.
Stipulations
The Savannah District, subject to availability of funds, shall reinitiate consultation under Section 106
with the Georgia SHPO, South Carolina SHPO, and Native American Tribes and shall ensure that the
following measures are carried out:
1. Savannah District and the consulting parties shall identify the need for and scope of, archeological
surveys of areas that are affected by changes in lake elevations. The surveys shall be conducted in a
manner consistent with the Secretary of Interior’s Standards and Guidelines for Identification (48 F.R.
44720-23) and any standards and guidelines developed by the Georgia SHPO and the South Carolina

SHPO. The surveys shall be conducted in consultation with the Georgia SHPO and the South Carolina
SHPO, and reports of the survey shall be submitted to the Georgia SHPO and the South Carolina SHPO
for review and comment.
2. The Savannah District shall evaluate properties identified through the surveys in accordance with 36
CFR, Part 800.4. If the survey results in the identification of properties that are eligible for, or included
in, the National Register of Historic Places, Savannah District shall determine the effect of the proposed
project upon those resources in accordance with 36 CFR, Part 800.5.
3. The Savannah District shall identify and evaluate alternatives to avoid and/or mitigate adverse effects
to properties determined eligible for inclusion, or included in, the National Register of Historic Places in
accordance with 36 CFR, Part 800.6.
4. The Savannah District shall insure that data recovery plans are developed in consultation with the
Georgia SHPO or South Carolina SHPO (as appropriate) for the recovery of archaeological data from
properties determined eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places. The plans shall be
consistent with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards and Guidelines for Archeological
Documentation (48 F.R. 44734-37) and take into account the Council’s publication, Treatment of
Archeological Properties (Advisory Council on Historic Preservation 1980), and any standards and
guidelines set forth by the Georgia SHPO and South Carolina SHPO. The plans shall specify, at a
minimum:
a. the property, properties, or portions of properties where data recovery is to be carried out;
b. any property, properties, or portions of properties that will be destroyed without data
recovery;
c. the research questions to be addressed through the data recovery, with an explanation of
their relevance and importance;
d. the methods to be used, with an explanation of their relevance to the research questions;
e. the methods to be used in analysis, data management, and dissemination of data, including a
schedule;
f. the proposed disposition of recovered materials and records;
g. proposed methods for involving the interested public in the data recovery;
h. proposed methods for disseminating results of the work to the interested public;
i. proposed methods by which local historic sites and historic preservation agencies and
individuals will be kept informed of the work and afforded the opportunity to participate; and,
j. a proposed schedule for the submission of progress reports to the Savannah District, the
Georgia SHPO, and the South Carolina SHPO.

5. The data recovery plans shall be submitted by the Savannah District to the Georgia SHPO and/or
South Carolina SHPO (as appropriate) for 45 days review. Unless the Georgia SHPO or South Carolina
SHPO objects within 45 days after receipt of a data recovery plan, the Savannah District shall ensure that
it is implemented.
6. The Savannah District shall ensure that all archeological survey, testing, and data recovery work
carried out pursuant to this Programmatic Agreement is carried out by or under the direct supervision of
a person or persons meeting at a minimum the standards for archeologist set forth in the Secretary of
the Interior’s Standards and Guidelines for Archeological Documentation (48 F.R. 44716-42).
7. The Savannah District shall ensure that all materials and records resulting from survey, testing, and
data recovery are curated in accordance with 36 CFR, Part 79.
8. The Savannah District shall ensure that all final archeological reports resulting from actions pursuant
to this agreement will be provided to the Georgia SHPO and the South Carolina SHPO. The Savannah
District shall ensure that all such reports are responsive to the contemporary professional standards,
and to the Department of Interior’s Format Standards for Final Reports of Data Recovery Programs (42
F.R. 5377-79).
9. Any party to this Programmatic Agreement may request that it be amended, whereupon the parties
will consult in accordance with 36 CFR, Part 800.6(c)(7) to consider amendment.
10. The Georgia SHPO and the South Carolina SHPO may monitor activities carried out pursuant to this
Programmatic Agreement, and the Council will review such activities if so requested. The Savannah
District will cooperate with the Georgia SHPO and the South Carolina SHPO in carrying out their
monitoring and review responsibilities.
11. The parties to this agreement shall consult to review implementation of the terms of this agreement
and determine whether revisions are needed. If revisions are needed, the parties to this agreement will
consult in accordance with 36 CFR, Part 800 to make such revisions.
12. Any party to this agreement may terminate it by providing 30 days notice to the other parties,
provided that the parties will consult during the period prior to termination to seek agreement on
amendments or other actions that would avoid termination. In the event of termination, the Savannah
District will comply with 36 CFR, Parts 800.4 through 800.6 with regard to individual undertakings
covered by this Programmatic Agreement.
13. Should the Georgia SHPO or South Carolina SHPO object within 45 days to any actions proposed
pursuant to the agreement, the Savannah District shall consult with the objecting party to resolve the
objection. If the Savannah District determines that the objection cannot be resolved, the Savannah
District shall request further comments of the Council pursuant to 36 CFR, Part 800.7. Any Council
comment provided in response to such a request will be taken into account by the Savannah District in
accordance with 36 CFR, Part 800.7 with reference only to the subject of the dispute; the Savannah
District’s responsibility to carry out all actions under this agreement that are not the subjects of the
dispute will remain unchanged.

14. If any unanticipated archaeological sites and/or human skeletal remains are discovered during
archaeological surveys, Savannah District shall secure the area in the immediate vicinity of the discovery
and shall notify the Georgia SHPO or the South Carolina SHPO, as applicable, and interested Native
American Tribes, by telephone, followed by written communication, as soon as practicable. Savannah
District, the Georgia SHPO or South Carolina SHPO, as applicable, and Native American Tribes shall
assess the situation and recommend a course of action within two business days after such notification.
15. Until such time as all surveys have been completed in accordance with the terms of this agreement,
Savannah District will provide an annual status report to the Council, Georgia and South Carolina SHPOs,
and affiliated Federally-recognized Native American Tribes to review implementation of the terms of
this agreement and to determine whether amendments are needed. If amendments are needed, the
signatories to this agreement will consult, in accordance with Stipulation 9 of this agreement, to make
such revisions. The first status report will be submitted to the consulting parties one year after the date
this agreement is ratified. Alternatively, an annual meeting may occur to review implementation of the
terms of this agreement and to determine whether amendments are needed, and will serve in lieu of an
annual report.
16. At any time during implementation to the measures stipulated in this agreement, should an
objection to any such measure be raised by a Native American Tribe or another member of the public,
the Savannah District shall take the objection into account and consult as needed with the objecting
party, the Georgia SHPO, and the South Carolina SHPO to resolve the objection.
17. In the event the Savannah District does not carry out the terms of the Programmatic Agreement,
the Savannah District will comply with 36 CFR, Parts 800.4 through 800.6 with regard to individual
undertakings covered by this Programmatic Agreement.
18. This Agreement shall be effective when all Signatories have signed it and will automatically
terminate on the tenth anniversary thereof, unless each of the Signatories agrees to extend the term
hereof through an amendment per Stipulation 9. All Signatories will meet prior to the termination date
to discuss extending the term.
19. Execution and implementation of this Programmatic Agreement evidences that the Savannah
District has satisfied its Section 106 responsibilities for all individual undertakings of the program.
20. Nothing herein shall constitute, or be deemed to constitute, an obligation of future appropriations
by the United States.

US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, SAVANNAH DISTRICT:

DATE:
Jeffrey M. Hall
Colonel, US Army
Commanding

GEORGIA STATE HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICER:

DATE:
David Crass, Ph.D., Division Director and Deputy State Historic Preservation Officer

SOUTH CAROLINA STATE HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICER:

DATE:
Elizabeth Johnson, Deputy State Historic Preservation Officer

.
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Seasonal
Maintenance
of Tidal
Freshwater
Marsh
Summer and
Fall Seasonal
Maintenance
of Tidal
Freshwater
Marsh

Augusta 2008 Flows (cfs)
Alternative Alternative Alternative
2
2 Change
3

No Action
Alternative

Alternative
1

Alternative
1 Change

Alternative
3 Change

Alternative
4

Alternative
4 Change

4455

4275

-4.0%

4275

-4.0%

4275

-4.0%

4075

-8.5%

4191

3991

-4.8%

3991

-4.8%

3991

-4.8%

3791

-9.5%

3977

3977

0.0%

3793

-4.6%

3776

-5.1%

3776

-5.1%

4184

3984

-4.8%

3784

-9.6%

3784

-9.6%

3784

-9.6%

4453

4413

-0.9%

4304

-3.3%

4210

-5.5%

4176

-6.2%

5221

5021

-3.8%

5021

-3.8%

5021

-3.8%

4821

-7.7%

4468

4468

0.0%

4422

-1.0%

4268

-4.5%

4279

-4.2%

Relationship
Habitat For Shad
and Striped bass
Shoals Spider
Lily - June to
July
Shoals Spider
Lily - Aug to Oct
Shoals Spider
Lily - Nov to Dec
Instantaneous
Maintenance of
Tidal Freshwater
Marsh
Spring Seasonal
Maintenance of
Tidal Freshwater
Marsh
Summer and
Fall Seasonal
Maintenance of
Tidal Freshwater
Marsh

Augusta 2009 Flows (cfs)
Alternative Alternative Alternative
2
2 Change
3

No Action
Alternative

Alternative
1

Alternative
1 Change

Alternative
3 Change

Alternative
4

Alternative
4 Change

4472

4472

0.0%

3933

-12.1%

3933

-12.1%

3933

-12.1%

4286

4133

-3.6%

4133

-3.6%

4133

-3.6%

3933

-8.2%

4275

4120

-3.6%

4120

-3.6%

4120

-3.6%

3920

-8.3%

4125

4125

0.0%

3600

-12.7%

3600

-12.7%

3600

-12.7%

5837

5837

0.0%

5529

-5.3%

5490

-5.9%

5490

-5.9%

APPENDIX J

POOL ELEVATION TABLES WITH BASS SPAWNING
MAXIMUM LAKE LEVEL DROPS

No Action Alternative

Date
4-1-2007 Sun
4-2-2007 Mon
4-3-2007 Tue
4-4-2007 Wed
4-5-2007 Thu
4-6-2007 Fri
4-7-2007 Sat
4-8-2007 Sun
4-9-2007 Mon
4-10-2007 Tue
4-11-2007 Wed
4-12-2007 Thu
4-13-2007 Fri
4-14-2007 Sat
4-15-2007 Sun
4-16-2007 Mon
4-17-2007 Tue
4-18-2007 Wed
4-19-2007 Thu
4-20-2007 Fri
4-21-2007 Sat
4-22-2007 Sun
4-23-2007 Mon
4-24-2007 Tue
4-25-2007 Wed
4-26-2007 Thu
4-27-2007 Fri
4-28-2007 Sat
4-1-2008 Tue
4-2-2008 Wed
4-3-2008 Thu
4-4-2008 Fri
4-5-2008 Sat
4-6-2008 Sun
4-7-2008 Mon

HARTWELL
POOL

RUSSELL
POOL

THURMOND
POOL

659.49
659.43
659.35
659.3
659.23
659.11
659.14
659.17
659.09
658.86
658.86
658.86
658.86
658.86
658.86
658.86
658.86
658.86
658.86
658.86
658.86
658.86
658.86
658.86
658.86
658.86
658.86
658.86
650.72
650.77
650.62
650.82
650.87
651.02
651.13

474.37
474.47
474.5
474.54
474.57
474.66
474.31
474.31
474.36
474.71
474.7
474.68
474.57
474.69
474.83
474.74
474.65
474.59
474.5
474.56
474.59
474.54
474.54
474.34
474.16
474.16
474.16
474.16
473.37
473.36
473.36
473.36
474.04
474.38
474.38

328.93
328.93
328.97
329.02
329
329.07
328.98
328.87
328.82
328.78
328.94
328.85
328.85
328.81
328.9
328.93
328.89
328.88
328.87
328.85
328.76
328.66
328.52
328.52
328.52
328.52
328.51
328.44
320.71
320.76
320.86
320.83
320.81
320.82
320.87

4-8-2008 Tue
4-9-2008 Wed
4-10-2008 Thu
4-11-2008 Fri
4-12-2008 Sat
4-13-2008 Sun
4-14-2008 Mon
4-15-2008 Tue
4-16-2008 Wed
4-17-2008 Thu
4-18-2008 Fri
4-19-2008 Sat
4-20-2008 Sun
4-21-2008 Mon
4-22-2008 Tue
4-23-2008 Wed
4-24-2008 Thu
4-25-2008 Fri
4-26-2008 Sat
4-27-2008 Sun
4-28-2008 Mon
4-1-2009 Wed
4-2-2009 Thu
4-3-2009 Fri
4-4-2009 Sat
4-5-2009 Sun
4-6-2009 Mon
4-7-2009 Tue
4-8-2009 Wed
4-9-2009 Thu
4-10-2009 Fri
4-11-2009 Sat
4-12-2009 Sun
4-13-2009 Mon
4-14-2009 Tue
4-15-2009 Wed
4-16-2009 Thu
4-17-2009 Fri
4-18-2009 Sat
4-19-2009 Sun
4-20-2009 Mon
4-21-2009 Tue

651.26
651.28
651.22
651.21
651.31
651.27
651.49
651.49
651.41
651.48
651.46
651.38
651.44
651.44
651.35
651.39
651.29
651.35
651.25
651.32
651.58
648.57
648.78
648.98
649.14
649.28
649.6
649.67
649.57
649.5
649.86
650.08
650.02
650.21
650.38
650.51
650.61
650.7
650.79
650.92
651.2
651.34

473.43
473.43
473.43
473.43
473.43
473.43
473.43
473.43
473.43
473.43
473.43
473.43
473.43
473.43
473.43
473.43
473.43
473.43
473.94
474.26
474.26
473.48
473.48
473.48
473.79
474.12
474.12
473.12
473.12
473.12
473.12
473.12
473.86
473.86
473.49
473.29
473.29
473.29
473.29
473.29
473.29
473.29

321.28
321.27
321.33
321.39
321.41
321.5
321.51
321.55
321.58
321.5
321.55
321.59
321.5
321.44
321.47
321.41
321.44
321.35
321.19
320.98
320.98
322.34
322.84
323.28
323.37
323.33
323.37
323.72
323.76
323.9
324.07
324.48
324.42
324.61
325
325.19
325.24
325.22
325.17
325.14
325.19
325.17

4-22-2009 Wed
4-23-2009 Thu
4-24-2009 Fri
4-25-2009 Sat
4-26-2009 Sun
4-27-2009 Mon
4-28-2009 Tue

651.2
651.28
651.38
651.46
651.55
651.62
651.71

473.29
473.29
473.29
473.29
473.29
473.29
473.29

Alternative NAA Summary
Greatest Elevation Drop (ft)
Time Frame
Hartwell
Thurmond
April 1-28, 2007
0.63
0.63
April 1-28, 2008
0.24
0.61
April 1-28, 2009
0.17
0.48

325.17
325.12
325.08
325.02
324.92
324.84
324.76

Alternative 1

Date
4-1-2007 Sun
4-2-2007 Mon
4-3-2007 Tue
4-4-2007 Wed
4-5-2007 Thu
4-6-2007 Fri
4-7-2007 Sat
4-8-2007 Sun
4-9-2007 Mon
4-10-2007 Tue
4-11-2007 Wed
4-12-2007 Thu
4-13-2007 Fri
4-14-2007 Sat
4-15-2007 Sun
4-16-2007 Mon
4-17-2007 Tue
4-18-2007 Wed
4-19-2007 Thu
4-20-2007 Fri
4-21-2007 Sat
4-22-2007 Sun
4-23-2007 Mon
4-24-2007 Tue
4-25-2007 Wed
4-26-2007 Thu
4-27-2007 Fri
4-28-2007 Sat
4-1-2008 Tue
4-2-2008 Wed
4-3-2008 Thu
4-4-2008 Fri
4-5-2008 Sat
4-6-2008 Sun
4-7-2008 Mon
4-8-2008 Tue

HARTWELL
POOL

RUSSELL
POOL

THURMOND
POOL

659.49
659.43
659.35
659.3
659.23
659.11
659.14
659.17
659.09
658.86
658.86
658.86
658.86
658.86
658.86
658.86
658.86
658.86
658.86
658.86
658.86
658.86
658.86
658.86
658.86
658.86
658.86
658.86
651.22
651.27
651.13
651.33
651.38
651.52
651.64
651.76

474.37
474.47
474.5
474.54
474.57
474.66
474.31
474.31
474.36
474.71
474.7
474.68
474.57
474.69
474.83
474.74
474.65
474.59
474.5
474.56
474.59
474.54
474.54
474.34
474.16
474.16
474.16
474.16
473.43
473.42
473.42
473.42
474.08
474.42
474.42
473.46

328.93
328.93
328.97
329.02
329
329.07
328.98
328.87
328.82
328.78
328.94
328.85
328.85
328.81
328.9
328.93
328.89
328.88
328.87
328.85
328.76
328.66
328.52
328.52
328.52
328.52
328.51
328.44
321.22
321.26
321.36
321.33
321.32
321.33
321.37
321.79

4-9-2008 Wed
4-10-2008 Thu
4-11-2008 Fri
4-12-2008 Sat
4-13-2008 Sun
4-14-2008 Mon
4-15-2008 Tue
4-16-2008 Wed
4-17-2008 Thu
4-18-2008 Fri
4-19-2008 Sat
4-20-2008 Sun
4-21-2008 Mon
4-22-2008 Tue
4-23-2008 Wed
4-24-2008 Thu
4-25-2008 Fri
4-26-2008 Sat
4-27-2008 Sun
4-28-2008 Mon
4-1-2009 Wed
4-2-2009 Thu
4-3-2009 Fri
4-4-2009 Sat
4-5-2009 Sun
4-6-2009 Mon
4-7-2009 Tue
4-8-2009 Wed
4-9-2009 Thu
4-10-2009 Fri
4-11-2009 Sat
4-12-2009 Sun
4-13-2009 Mon
4-14-2009 Tue
4-15-2009 Wed
4-16-2009 Thu
4-17-2009 Fri
4-18-2009 Sat
4-19-2009 Sun
4-20-2009 Mon
4-21-2009 Tue
4-22-2009 Wed

651.69
651.77
651.75
651.85
651.81
652.01
652
651.93
651.99
651.97
651.9
651.96
651.55
651.55
651.59
651.64
651.75
651.79
651.66
651.91
650.65
650.84
651.04
651.19
651.32
651.63
651.7
651.32
650.98
651.33
651.54
651.7
651.89
652.05
652.18
652.28
652.36
652.45
652.57
652.84
652.98
652.92

473.46
473.46
473.46
473.46
473.46
473.46
473.46
473.46
473.46
473.46
473.46
473.46
473.46
473.46
473.46
473.46
473.46
473.46
473.46
473.46
473.36
473.48
473.48
473.8
474.13
474.13
472.85
472.85
473.99
473.49
473.49
473.49
473.49
473.49
473.49
473.49
473.49
473.49
473.49
473.49
473.49
473.74

321.86
321.82
321.87
321.9
321.99
322.01
322.06
322.09
322.01
322.06
322.1
322
322.27
322.22
322.16
322.08
321.95
321.9
322
322.02
322.75
323.2
323.65
323.74
323.7
323.75
324.21
324.48
324.35
324.74
325.13
325.2
325.37
325.56
325.68
325.72
325.71
325.66
325.63
325.67
325.64
325.5

4-23-2009 Thu
4-24-2009 Fri
4-25-2009 Sat
4-26-2009 Sun
4-27-2009 Mon
4-28-2009 Tue

653.01
653.1
653.18
653.26
653.33
653.42

473.74
473.49
473.49
473.49
473.49
473.49

Alternate 1 Summary
Greatest Elevation Drop
(ft)
Time Frame
Hartwell
Thurmond
April 1-28, 2007
0.63
0.63
April 1-28, 2008
0.46
0.37
April 1-28, 2009
0.72
0.51

325.45
325.5
325.44
325.35
325.28
325.21

Alternative 2

Date
4-1-2007 Sun
4-2-2007 Mon
4-3-2007 Tue
4-4-2007 Wed
4-5-2007 Thu
4-6-2007 Fri
4-7-2007 Sat
4-8-2007 Sun
4-9-2007 Mon
4-10-2007 Tue
4-11-2007
Wed
4-12-2007 Thu
4-13-2007 Fri
4-14-2007 Sat
4-15-2007 Sun
4-16-2007 Mon
4-17-2007 Tue
4-18-2007
Wed
4-19-2007 Thu
4-20-2007 Fri
4-21-2007 Sat
4-22-2007 Sun
4-23-2007 Mon
4-24-2007 Tue
4-25-2007
Wed
4-26-2007 Thu
4-27-2007 Fri
4-28-2007 Sat
4-1-2008 Tue
4-2-2008 Wed
4-3-2008 Thu
4-4-2008 Fri
4-5-2008 Sat
4-6-2008 Sun

HARTWELL
POOL

RUSSELL THURMOND
POOL
POOL

659.46
659.4
659.32
659.28
659.21
659.1
659.13
659.16
659.08
659.01

474.38
474.48
474.5
474.54
474.57
474.65
474.32
474.32
474.36
474.38

329.03
329.02
329.04
329.08
329.04
329.1
329.01
328.9
328.85
328.8

658.96

474.48

328.95

658.92
658.92
658.92
658.92
658.92
658.92

474.55
474.52
474.64
474.78
474.69
474.61

328.85
328.73
328.69
328.78
328.8
328.77

658.92

474.55

328.75

658.92
658.92
658.92
658.92
658.92
658.92

474.46
474.52
474.54
474.49
474.49
474.41

328.75
328.73
328.64
328.27
328.22
328.22

658.92

474.31

328.2

658.92
658.92
658.92
651.2
651.06
651.11
650.98
651.19
651.33

474.36
474.24
474.24
473.43
473.77
473.43
474.03
474.41
474.75

328.2
328.2
328.13
321.19
321.24
321.33
321.3
321.29
321.29

4-7-2008 Mon
4-8-2008 Tue
4-9-2008 Wed
4-10-2008 Thu
4-11-2008 Fri
4-12-2008 Sat
4-13-2008 Sun
4-14-2008 Mon
4-15-2008 Tue
4-16-2008
Wed
4-17-2008 Thu
4-18-2008 Fri
4-19-2008 Sat
4-20-2008 Sun
4-21-2008 Mon
4-22-2008 Tue
4-23-2008
Wed
4-24-2008 Thu
4-25-2008 Fri
4-26-2008 Sat
4-27-2008 Sun
4-28-2008 Mon
4-1-2009 Wed
4-2-2009 Thu
4-3-2009 Fri
4-4-2009 Sat
4-5-2009 Sun
4-6-2009 Mon
4-7-2009 Tue
4-8-2009 Wed
4-9-2009 Thu
4-10-2009 Fri
4-11-2009 Sat
4-12-2009 Sun
4-13-2009 Mon
4-14-2009 Tue
4-15-2009
Wed
4-16-2009 Thu
4-17-2009 Fri
4-18-2009 Sat

651.44
651.57
651.63
651.71
651.57
651.67
651.77
651.61
651.76

473.47
473.47
473.47
473.47
473.47
473.47
473.47
473.47
473.47

321.89
321.89
321.86
321.81
321.97
321.99
321.97
322.27
322.2

651.83

473.47

322.11

651.89
651.73
651.8
651.86
651.92
651.76

473.47
473.47
473.47
473.47
473.47
473.47

322.03
322.2
322.12
322.03
321.92
321.99

651.8

473.47

321.94

651.84
651.69
651.73
651.8
651.64
651.89
652.08
652.27
652.42
652.55
652.85
652.92
652.51
652.11
652.45
652.66
652.82
653
653.16

473.47
473.47
473.47
473.47
473.47
473.22
473.49
473.49
473.8
474.13
474.13
472.81
472.81
474.05
473.49
473.49
473.49
473.49
473.49

321.85
321.94
321.89
321.82
322.17
324.05
324.43
324.88
324.97
324.93
324.98
325.4
325.66
325.55
325.91
326.26
326.33
326.5
326.69

653.28

473.49

326.81

653.38
653.46
653.55

473.49
473.49
473.49

326.85
326.84
326.79

4-19-2009 Sun
4-20-2009 Mon
4-21-2009 Tue
4-22-2009
Wed
4-23-2009 Thu
4-24-2009 Fri
4-25-2009 Sat
4-26-2009 Sun
4-27-2009 Mon
4-28-2009 Tue

653.67
653.93
654.07

473.49
473.49
473.52

326.75
326.8
326.76

654.03

473.52

326.69

653.99
654.08
654.16
654.24
654.28
654.25

473.52
473.52
473.77
474.06
474.06
473.63

326.74
326.69
326.54
326.35
326.31
326.31

Alternate 2 Summary
Greatest Elevation Drop
(ft)
Time Frame
Hartwell
Thurmond
April 1-28,
0.54
0.97
2007
April 1-28,
0.28
0.45
2008
April 1-28,
0.81
0.54
2009

Alternative 3

Date
4-1-2007 Sun
4-2-2007 Mon
4-3-2007 Tue
4-4-2007 Wed
4-5-2007 Thu
4-6-2007 Fri
4-7-2007 Sat
4-8-2007 Sun
4-9-2007 Mon
4-10-2007 Tue
4-11-2007 Wed
4-12-2007 Thu
4-13-2007 Fri
4-14-2007 Sat
4-15-2007 Sun
4-16-2007 Mon
4-17-2007 Tue
4-18-2007 Wed
4-19-2007 Thu
4-20-2007 Fri
4-21-2007 Sat
4-22-2007 Sun
4-23-2007 Mon
4-24-2007 Tue
4-25-2007 Wed
4-26-2007 Thu
4-27-2007 Fri
4-28-2007 Sat
4-1-2008 Tue
4-2-2008 Wed
4-3-2008 Thu
4-4-2008 Fri
4-5-2008 Sat
4-6-2008 Sun
4-7-2008 Mon
4-8-2008 Tue

HARTWELL
POOL

RUSSELL
POOL

THURMOND
POOL

659.46
659.4
659.32
659.28
659.21
659.1
659.13
659.16
659.08
659.01
658.96
658.92
658.92
658.92
658.92
658.92
658.92
658.92
658.92
658.92
658.92
658.92
658.92
658.92
658.92
658.92
658.92
658.92
651.44
651.3
651.35
651.22
651.43
651.57
651.69
651.81

474.38
474.48
474.5
474.54
474.57
474.65
474.32
474.32
474.36
474.38
474.48
474.55
474.52
474.64
474.78
474.69
474.61
474.55
474.46
474.52
474.54
474.49
474.49
474.41
474.31
474.36
474.24
474.24
473.44
473.78
473.45
474.03
474.41
474.75
473.24
473.24

329.03
329.02
329.04
329.08
329.04
329.1
329.01
328.9
328.85
328.8
328.95
328.85
328.73
328.69
328.78
328.8
328.77
328.75
328.75
328.73
328.64
328.27
328.22
328.22
328.2
328.2
328.2
328.13
321.44
321.48
321.57
321.54
321.52
321.52
322.22
322.22

4-9-2008 Wed
4-10-2008 Thu
4-11-2008 Fri
4-12-2008 Sat
4-13-2008 Sun
4-14-2008 Mon
4-15-2008 Tue
4-16-2008 Wed
4-17-2008 Thu
4-18-2008 Fri
4-19-2008 Sat
4-20-2008 Sun
4-21-2008 Mon
4-22-2008 Tue
4-23-2008 Wed
4-24-2008 Thu
4-25-2008 Fri
4-26-2008 Sat
4-27-2008 Sun
4-28-2008 Mon
4-1-2009 Wed
4-2-2009 Thu
4-3-2009 Fri
4-4-2009 Sat
4-5-2009 Sun
4-6-2009 Mon
4-7-2009 Tue
4-8-2009 Wed
4-9-2009 Thu
4-10-2009 Fri
4-11-2009 Sat
4-12-2009 Sun
4-13-2009 Mon
4-14-2009 Tue
4-15-2009 Wed
4-16-2009 Thu
4-17-2009 Fri
4-18-2009 Sat
4-19-2009 Sun
4-20-2009 Mon
4-21-2009 Tue
4-22-2009 Wed

651.87
651.96
651.68
651.78
651.88
652.12
651.99
652.06
652.13
651.85
651.92
651.98
651.7
651.75
651.79
651.52
651.52
651.52
651.52
651.52
652.25
652.44
652.63
652.78
652.91
653.2
653.27
652.87
652.49
652.82
653.04
653.19
653.37
653.53
653.65
653.75
653.83
653.55
653.67
653.93
654.07
654.08

473.24
473.24
473.24
473.24
473.24
473.24
473.24
473.24
473.24
473.24
473.24
473.24
473.24
473.24
473.24
473.24
473.24
473.24
473.24
473.24
473.21
473.49
473.49
473.8
474.13
474.13
472.83
472.83
474.05
473.56
473.56
473.56
473.56
473.56
473.56
473.56
473.04
474.05
474.35
474.35
473.79
473.79

322.18
322.12
322.38
322.4
322.37
322.36
322.49
322.4
322.32
322.58
322.49
322.39
322.56
322.46
322.4
322.56
322.52
322.5
322.48
322.71
324.44
324.82
325.23
325.3
325.26
325.3
325.71
325.96
325.85
326.17
326.52
326.6
326.76
326.96
327.07
327.12
327.29
327.13
326.99
327.03
327.21
327.11

4-23-2009 Thu
4-24-2009 Fri
4-25-2009 Sat
4-26-2009 Sun
4-27-2009 Mon
4-28-2009 Tue

654.09
654.12
654.2
654.28
654.23
654.31

473.79
474
474.25
474.53
473.82
473.82

Alternate 3 Summary
Greatest Elevation Drop
(ft)
Time Frame
Hartwell
Thurmond
April 1-28, 2007
0.54
0.97
April 1-28, 2008
0.61
0.19
April 1-28, 2009
0.78
0.66

327.12
327.03
326.88
326.69
326.69
326.63

Alternative 4

Date
4-1-2007 Sun
4-2-2007 Mon
4-3-2007 Tue
4-4-2007 Wed
4-5-2007 Thu
4-6-2007 Fri
4-7-2007 Sat
4-8-2007 Sun
4-9-2007 Mon
4-10-2007 Tue
4-11-2007 Wed
4-12-2007 Thu
4-13-2007 Fri
4-14-2007 Sat
4-15-2007 Sun
4-16-2007 Mon
4-17-2007 Tue
4-18-2007 Wed
4-19-2007 Thu
4-20-2007 Fri
4-21-2007 Sat
4-22-2007 Sun
4-23-2007 Mon
4-24-2007 Tue
4-25-2007 Wed
4-26-2007 Thu
4-27-2007 Fri
4-28-2007 Sat
4-1-2008 Tue
4-2-2008 Wed
4-3-2008 Thu
4-4-2008 Fri
4-5-2008 Sat
4-6-2008 Sun
4-7-2008 Mon

HARTWELL RUSSELL THURMOND
POOL
POOL
POOL
659.46
659.4
659.32
659.28
659.21
659.1
659.13
659.16
659.08
659.01
658.96
658.92
658.92
658.92
658.92
658.92
658.92
658.92
658.92
658.92
658.92
658.92
658.92
658.92
658.92
658.92
658.92
658.92
651.84
651.7
651.75
651.62
651.83
651.97
652.08

474.38
474.48
474.5
474.54
474.57
474.65
474.32
474.32
474.36
474.38
474.48
474.55
474.52
474.64
474.78
474.69
474.61
474.55
474.46
474.52
474.54
474.49
474.49
474.41
474.31
474.36
474.24
474.24
473.47
473.8
473.47
474.06
474.43
474.77
473.48

329.03
329.02
329.04
329.08
329.04
329.1
329.01
328.9
328.85
328.8
328.95
328.85
328.73
328.69
328.78
328.8
328.77
328.75
328.75
328.73
328.64
328.27
328.22
328.22
328.2
328.2
328.2
328.13
321.84
321.88
321.97
321.93
321.91
321.92
322.52

4-8-2008 Tue
4-9-2008 Wed
4-10-2008 Thu
4-11-2008 Fri
4-12-2008 Sat
4-13-2008 Sun
4-14-2008 Mon
4-15-2008 Tue
4-16-2008 Wed
4-17-2008 Thu
4-18-2008 Fri
4-19-2008 Sat
4-20-2008 Sun
4-21-2008 Mon
4-22-2008 Tue
4-23-2008 Wed
4-24-2008 Thu
4-25-2008 Fri
4-26-2008 Sat
4-27-2008 Sun
4-28-2008 Mon
4-1-2009 Wed
4-2-2009 Thu
4-3-2009 Fri
4-4-2009 Sat
4-5-2009 Sun
4-6-2009 Mon
4-7-2009 Tue
4-8-2009 Wed
4-9-2009 Thu
4-10-2009 Fri
4-11-2009 Sat
4-12-2009 Sun
4-13-2009 Mon
4-14-2009 Tue
4-15-2009 Wed
4-16-2009 Thu
4-17-2009 Fri
4-18-2009 Sat
4-19-2009 Sun
4-20-2009 Mon
4-21-2009 Tue

652.21
652.26
652.35
652.2
652.3
652.4
652.25
652.39
652.46
652.53
652.38
652.45
652.51
652.36
652.41
652.45
652.3
652.42
652.27
652.34
652.19
652.91
653.09
653.28
653.42
653.55
653.85
653.91
653.66
653.42
653.75
653.96
654.11
654.17
654.29
654.39
654.45
654.47
654.55
654.67
654.87
654.86

473.48
473.48
473.48
473.48
473.48
473.48
473.48
473.48
473.48
473.48
473.48
473.48
473.48
473.48
473.48
473.48
473.48
473.48
473.48
473.48
473.48
473.21
473.49
473.49
473.81
474.14
474.14
473.11
473.11
474.06
473.69
474.12
474.46
473.97
473.86
473.86
473.86
473.86
474.16
474.46
474.46
474.13

322.52
322.48
322.43
322.58
322.6
322.57
322.87
322.79
322.7
322.61
322.77
322.68
322.58
322.64
322.55
322.48
322.55
322.42
322.52
322.46
322.81
325.11
325.43
325.81
325.88
325.85
325.88
326.19
326.34
326.23
326.51
326.69
326.64
327.08
327.34
327.47
327.54
327.57
327.41
327.26
327.35
327.55

4-22-2009 Wed
4-23-2009 Thu
4-24-2009 Fri
4-25-2009 Sat
4-26-2009 Sun
4-27-2009 Mon
4-28-2009 Tue

654.89
654.91
654.9
654.99
655.07
655.04
655.11

474
474.04
474.22
474.47
474.75
473.94
473.94

Alternate 4 Summary
Greatest Elevation Drop
(ft)
Time Frame
Hartwell
Thurmond
April 1-28, 2007
0.54
0.97
April 1-28, 2008
0.34
0.45
April 1-28, 2009
0.49
0.47

327.48
327.47
327.42
327.27
327.08
327.38
327.32

